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General comments 
This manuscript reports on newly developed commercial CO2 sensors which were tested in order 
to assess their suitability for deployment in urban monitoring networks. The sensitivity of the low-
cost sensors to environmental factors is quantified and corrected by means of a multivariable 
regression. The topic is of high interest in the community and the presented work fits well the 
scope of AMT. The authors have carried out a series of experiments well suited to assess the 
accuracy that can be expected in the proposed use case. 
 
Reply: We would like to thank reviewer #2 for the very diligent and detailed review, which was 
instrumental in improving the manuscript. 
 
Unfortunately, the manuscript in its current state does not realise the full potential of the extensive 
data set collected. Structure, precision and clarity of the language as well as formal aspects need 
substantial improvements. In general I strongly recommend consultation of AMT’s Manuscript 
preparation guidelines for authors, especially the sections on manuscript composition, 
mathematical notation and terminology as well as the English guidelines and house standards.  
The structure of the manuscript suffers from loose connections between sections and a lack of 
coherence in the order in which information is presented. It is not easy to see which sections in 
the text and which figures belong together. This might be improved by referencing the short names 
of the corresponding experiments in every figure caption and at the beginning of each subsection. 
 
We have substantially revised the manuscript and moved tables and figures to the supplement 
where suitable. Furthermore, we have revisited the language and notation concerns raised by 
reviewer #2. 
 
The explanation of the different experiments in Sect. 3 needs to be extended and improved. In the 
current manuscript, important details are missing or the reader has to combine bits of information 
from different sections, tables and figures to understand how the experiment was carried out. I 
suggest to give all descriptions a common structure, e.g. like this: (1) Purpose of the test (2) Which 
sensors were tested? (3) Which air was measured, i.e. ambient or from cylinder? Was the drier 
used? If cylinders were used, for how long and how often was switched between them? (4) Which 
pumps and means of flow control were used? (5) Was there a reference measurement by a CRDS 
analyser? If yes, how was it connected to the system? (6) What were the ambient conditions of 
the sensors? In case of controlled temperature and pressure, describe the pattern. Show a graph 
of the ambient conditions where they matter for the experiment. 
We have taken these suggestions on-board where possible in the revised manuscript to improve 
readability. 
 
All in all, make sure that the reader gets all information necessary for repeating the experiment 
and that this information is provided in a single section. Precision and clarity of the language is a 
big issue in the current form of the manuscript. Some passages are hard to understand (see 
Specific comments). In several places in the manuscript the value of a quantity is given without 
naming the quantity itself. To avoid misinterpretation, name and value of a quantity should always 
be provided together, e.g. “an operating voltage of 12 V direct current”. See the International 
vocabulary of metrology – Basic and general concepts and associated terms (VIM)” (JCGM 
200:2012) for details. AMT demands that “wherever possible, SI units should be used”. 
Throughout the manuscript, “atm” should be replaced by “kPa”. 



 
We have revised the main text and where practical have used units as suggested by BIPM or 
the official GAW/WMO recommendations (GAW report No. 242;  
https://library.wmo.int/index.php?lvl=author_see&id=12735#.XGIcIWZ7mUk). 
 
Other problematic units are listed under Specific comments and Technical corrections. I strongly 
urge the authors to differentiate between the substance CO2 and its abundance. “CO2” cannot be 
the quantity plotted on the axis of a diagram. What is really meant is a measure for the abundance 
of CO2. The abundance can be expressed e.g. as a mole fraction (measured in ppm) or a 
concentration (measured in different units like g/L, mol/L), see e.g. the IUPAC Gold book. The 
expression “[A]” is commonly used for the concentration of substance A. The Picarro analysers 
report mole fraction, not concentration, so “[CO2] from CRDS” is misleading. Mixing ratio is yet 
another quantity (see WMO Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation). 
As far as I can see, there is no need to refer to concentrations or mixing ratios in this manuscript 
and all occurrences of these quantities can be adapted such that CO2 is quantified by its dry air 
mole fraction. Even when wet air is measured, the correction for the influence of water vapour 
leads to an estimation of dry air mole fraction.  
We have consistently changed the wording and refer to mole fractions and dry air mole fractions 
where appropriate. We have chosen to use {CO2} to indicate (dry air) mole fractions of CO2 and 
define this use in the introduction. xCO2 was not a suitable option here as it lends itself to 
confusion with XCO2, which is commonly used for total column abundances of CO2. 
 
One important factor that makes the text hard to follow is the lack of consistency in names and 
categories. To give an example of the problems with the current naming scheme: Sect. 3.1 is 
named “Laboratory tests”, Sect. 3.3 is called “Field tests with urban air measurements”, suggesting 
that laboratory and field tests are two different things. However, Table 1 has the caption “Summary 
of all laboratory tests”, yet it contains also the measurements WA2-1 and WA2-2  which seem to 
be the experiments described in Sect. 3.3. Moreover, the location for WA2-1 and WA2-2 (field 
tests?) according to Table 2 is “Laboratory (Saclay)”, while the location for PT1 (a laboratory test) 
is “plastic chamber (Saclay)”. 
We have clarified the nomenclature for the different tests and locations involved.  
 
Please decide for either of the terms “HPP sensors” or “HPP3 sensors” when referring to all 
sensors that were tested. Mixing the terms confuses the reader. Likewise, please refer to specific 
sensors consistently with their short name defined in Sect. 2.1, e.g. “S2.2”. Do not occasionally 
use “HPP3.2 S2.2” or similar constructs. Calibration vs. correction: It would help the clarity if the 
act of determining correction coefficients was consistently referred to as “calibration” and the act 
of applying these correction coefficients to raw measurements was consistently referred to as 
“correction”. 
We have clarified the use of those two terms. In brief “correction” refers to efforts to correct 
unintended instrument behavior (i.e. temperature or pressure cross-sensitivity), while calibration 
refers to efforts to determinate the instrument response function that allows translating the 
corrected raw data onto the official WMO scale for CO2 dry air mole fraction. 
 
The abbreviation RMS for root mean square is used many times in the manuscript. As far as I can 
see, in all instances the root mean square difference or root mean square error is actually meant. 
It needs to be clear which quantities are subtracted to obtain this difference. To this end, I suggest 
a notation like “ 
RMS (xS1.1 −xCRDS) = 0.5ppm ”. Writing “RMS= 0.5ppm” is not acceptable. As for the formal 
aspects I refer the authors to the comments below and AMT’s guidelines for authors. 

https://library.wmo.int/index.php?lvl=author_see&id=12735#.XGIcIWZ7mUk


Yes, we indeed should have referred not referred to RMS here, but the standard deviation of 

{CO2} ({CO2}HPP3-{CO2}CRDS, which was the quantity given. This has been corrected in the text, 
tables and figures. 
 
Note also that authors are requested to include a statement on how the data used in the work can 
be accessed by others (see AMT Data policy). 
We have included a statement on the data policy as well as a section describing the authors’ 
individual contributions to the presented study. 
 
 
2 Specific comments 
 
ll. 1–2: “using commercial NDIR sensors” should be left out or moved to a different position in the 
title. Suggestion: “Characterization of lower-cost commercial sensors for atmospheric carbon 
dioxide monitoring systems in urban areas” 
We have shortened and changed the title to highlight that we are only investigating one NDIR 
sensor type here, but have kept the word “commercial” as this is an important distinction to user 
studies using research and prototype sensors. 
 
ll. 36–39: sentence should be split. Furthermore, the second clause “[...] use networks [...] for [...] 
networks” is not very specific and should be reformulated. Suggestion: Replace “urban CO2 
networks” with the higher goal, i.e. “monitoring of urban CO2 
emissions”. 
We have split the sentence and expanded on the intended use. 
 
l. 22: “of a HPP commercial NDIR sensors manufactured by Senseair AB” -> “of a newly developed 
sensors”. 
Corrected 
 
ll. 65–66: The meaning of the sentence is not clear, “only” seems to be in the wrong place. The 
cited reference does not include a case with four stations, please correct. 
Indeed – the reference should have been Staufer et al. 2016 who performed a modelling (and 
inversion) study estimating CO2 fluxes for Paris. Although there are four stations monitoring only 
three were used when calculating urban CO2 fluxes. 
 
l. 99: “measure CO2 based on controlling parameters for ambient air” -> “measure the dry air mole 
fraction of CO2 in ambient air” 
We have clarified that the HPP measured mole fractions and that we use additional measurements 
(p, T, RH) to calculate dry air mole fractions. 
 
ll. 102-103: A reference instrument can be calibrated over a range, but a standard has just one 
value. Suggestion: “[...] a suite of gas standards with CO2 dry air mole fractions between 330 and 
1000 ppm [...]” 
Corrected. We have also given the reference to the WMO scale to which the calibration gases 
used are traceable (i.e. WMO CO2 X2007) 
 
ll. 137-139: What is the technical improvement of the sample cell redesign with respect to the topic 
of this publication, i.e. the use as a CO2 sensor? If there is none, please remove this point. 
Removed – this information was given for completeness, but surely is not necessary for this study. 
 



ll. 155–162: How where the in- and outlet of the pump, the HPP sensor, the pressure and 
temperature sensor and the air feed-through of the enclosure connected to each other? What is 
the response time of the sensors at the flow speeds used? 
We have updated this section with the missing information: 
E.g. To be able to continuously flush the measurement cell a diaphragm micro pump with a built-
in potentialmeter (GardnerDenverThomas, USA, Model 1410VD/1.5/E/BLDC/12V) was added 
upstream of the HPP3’s optical cell… 
 
ll. 156–157: This sentence is redundant with ll. 142–143. Remove it. 
Removed – and we have added the information on the LPS performance specifications in L142-
143. 
ll. 157–159: Use SI units for pressure (Pa). Please make the statement “a high resolution mode of 
# RMS” clearer. What is the quantity that has the value given? 
We changed all units to hPa to comply with SI (and keep it easily readable as 1hPa is equal to 
1mbar). 
 
ll. 165-166: The number of GPIO pins and the WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity seem irrelevant to 
your application. I suggest to replace it with a description of how the HPP sensors were connected 
to the RPi3. 
Removed - this information was given to highlight that other sensors can be added in the future 
and Wifi exist as data transfer options. In our case the HPP was connected to the Raspberrry Pi 
3 via USB. 
 
l. 169: Please clarify what you mean by “external speed adaptor”. 
This was basically a potentiometer that allows regulating the flowrate of the pump. We removed 
the sentence here as this is not crucial information.  
 
l. 170: I suggest to replace “A 12 V power supply is sufficient to power the integrated package.”,  
i.e. the statement of a possibility, with your actual realisation, e.g. “The package is powered by a 
switching power supply providing an output voltage of 12 V.” 
Changed 
 
l. 183: I suggest to use p and U for pressure and relative humidity, respectively, to comply with the 
standard WMO symbols (WMO Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation) 
We have corrected the symbol for pressure to p, but decided to keep the more widely used RH for 
relative humidity as it is also used by National Metrological Institutes e.g. NIST (USA) 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4751591/ . 
 
 
l. 186: “The G2401 accuracy is estimated to be below 0.05 ppm (Rella et al., 2013).” There are 
two problems with this statement. Firstly, “accuracy” should be replaced by “uncertainty”, because 
’accuracy is a qualitative term, the numerical expression of which is uncertainty’ (WMO Guide to 
Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation). Secondly, the accuracy of the G2401 
analyser depends heavily on the calibration procedure, the standards used for calibration and the 
correction model. This information would be crucial to support the claim for 0.5 ppm uncertainty, 
whereas the publication of Rella et al. on water correction seems less important here. 
Thanks for catching this. We agree with the reviewer that accuracy is indeed the incorrect term 
here. Our calibration routine of using working gases and a set of target gases allows us to assess 
the short-term and long-term repeatability of the instrument. We have added the appropriate 
reference for these tests performed at LSCE. (https://www.atmos-meas-
tech.net/8/3867/2015/amt-8-3867-2015.html) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4751591/
https://www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/3867/2015/amt-8-3867-2015.html
https://www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/3867/2015/amt-8-3867-2015.html


 
l. 189, rows 1, column 8: suggesting “in ambient air” as presumably the cylinders specified in the 
next column are also filled with air 
Corrected 
 
l. 189, rows 2 and 3, column 2: “Correlation between [CO2] and P / T” could be read as corr 
([[CO2],PT). The fraction p T is probably not intended. 
Corrected 
 
ll. 203–204: Where these ambient changes or was there some kind of control? Please show the 
time series of both pressure and temperature during the experiment. Which was the CO2 dry air 
mole fraction of the air delivered to the sensors? 
The pressure changes were created by connecting a membrane pump to the plastic chamber, 
while temperature changes were induced by an air conditioning system. Below please find the 
original results from our study (please note that Jessi 3 refers to the instrument S1.3 and the 
reported {CO2} are uncorrected minute averages). 

 
 
ll. 205–206: As far as I can see from the data sheet, the Keller 33x sensors use temperature for 
correction of their pressure indication, but they do not output temperature indications. Moreover, 
the 0.01% precision quoted is refers to full scale of the sensor. As the reader does not know which 
model was used in the experiments, this number alone is meaningless. Please specify the 
precision in Pa. 



We have added this information. Our sensor had a specified uncertainty of ca. 0.02hPA (calibrate 
full-scale 2bar). 
 
l. 216: A variation cannot be calibrated. Please reformulate this heading. 
Corrected. 
 
ll. 224–226: Whether dry air is the best case for the sensors depends on how they are intended to 
be operated in the field. Please explain this introductory sentence better or leave it out. 
We have added more explanation why those two cases are discussed in the manuscript. 
These experiments were performed to evaluate the response of HPP3 sensors to {CO2} changes 
in ambient air. Corrections were established to allow compensating for unintended instrument 
behavior and sensitivities, while calibrations are applied to translate the instruments readings to 
an official CO2 scale (here, XCO2 2007). Both steps are combined into one procedure. Two modes 
of operation for the HPP3 sensors have been tested i.e. using  a dried or an undried gas stream, 
as those are two common modes of operation in greenhouse gas measurements in different local, 
regional and global networks (GAW report 242) 
 
Figure 2: Please redraw this diagram using standard P&ID symbols as listed e.g. here and here. 
In particular, the use of a 2 port valve symbol where probably a 3 port valve is meant confuses the 
reader. It would be worthwhile to explain the figure in the text. What is the purpose of the pump’s 
vent? Is the CRDS analyser really connected directly to the overpressure created by the pump?  
We have updated the graph. The built-in pump vent allows reducing the inlet pressure on the dryer 
and Picarro inlet. This facilitates to have constant air flow through the HPP3s and the Picarro. 
 
Caption: Specify for which of the tests this setup was used – for all tests and the calibration? 
l. 231: “The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.” Redundant with  I. 188. After introducing 
the setup in the beginning of Sect. 3, I suggest to only mention the modifications, if any, in the 
following subsections. 
Thank you for this suggestion. We have streamlined this description here. 
 
ll. 261–263: Either the residuals are larger than 1 ppm or the quoted R2 is too low. In any case R2 
is not particularly helpful in this context. Consider to calculate the mean absolute error, which can 
support the interpretation of measurements taken by the sensor under test. 
Figure 3: Label the panels (a) to (c) (AMT figure content guidelines) and refer to these labels in 
the caption. Left panel: Earlier in the manuscript, “HPP3.1” refers to the first version of the series 
1 instruments. Assuming that the blue line is the measurement from a single sensor as the caption 
suggests, please change the label to “S1.1”. Upper right panel: same as left panel. Lower right 
panel: Plot residuals (xHPP−xCRDS) versus xCRDS in addition to or in place of xCRDS vs.xHPP.  
We agree that R2 is not the most useful metric here as there are only 4 points involved, but it is 
reported as it is very commonly used.  
We have updated the labelling to be consistent with the other updates in the manuscript (S1.1 
instead of HP3.1). 
 
In any case, as the CRDS analyser is your reference, its measurements should be on the 
horizontal axis. Label the axes with the quantities displayed, not with the names of the sensors. 
We have opted to put the reference measurements on the y-axis as they are our targeted outcome. 
I.e. our HPP3 measurements are on the x-axis and an optimal correction/calibration scheme 
(function f(x)) will give use the correct y value. 
 



l. 267: “all environmental variables”: There are many more environmental variables, such as 
irradiance or quantities related to the air surrounding the sensors. I suggest to simply name the 
quantities that are independent variables in the regression: pressure, temperature and humidity. 
Changed as suggested 
 
ll. 272–277: This passage can and should be simplified. In the equation, replace xP with p, xT with 
T, xw with U and xxy with t for time. Adapt the indices of the parameters a and the explanation of 
the variables accordingly. 
Changed as suggested. 
 
ll. 277-278: “Baseline [...] time.” This sentence is misleading. The meaning of both x and y has 
changed compared to the two sentences before. A function y = x cannot be fitted because it 
contains no parameters. If you rewrite the equation as suggested 
above and explain that t is time, this sentence can be removed altogether. Otherwise, a better 
explanation is needed. 
Removed 
 
l. 285: I support differentiation between the “naked” sensors and complete instruments, but then it 
needs to be consistent. Up to here the two terms seemed to be used as synonyms. Please check 
all occurrences of “sensor” and “instrument”. 
We have changed the wording throughout the manuscript to clearly distinguish the HPP sensor 
and the complete instrument, i.e. HPP sensor plus additional sensors. 
 
l. 298–306: This is the third paragraph with a reference to the schematics of the experimental 
setup. The fact that the setup is explained here makes the reader wonder what the details of the 
setup were during earlier experiments? Was it the same? If yes, please move this explanation to 
the first paragraph in Sect. 3. If no, please state the differences precisely. It would also be helpful 
to mark in Fig. 2 which parts were same for all experiments and which ones were changed. 
Depending on the number of changes it might even be advisable to have a separate schematic 
for each individual setup. I am especially confused about the flow control: If the instruments were 
connected in parallel as shown in the schematics, how did you ensure a specific flow rate through 
each of them with only one flow controller? 
We have move the description to beginning of section 3 and only highlighted the changes from 
the general scheme in the individual sections..  
 
l. 305: “each HPP was flushed every 12 hours for 30 minutes” 30 minutes per cylinder or 30 
minutes for all cylinders together? Please clarify. 
The HPP sensors were flushed for 30 minutes per cylinder. We have clarified this in the main text. 
 
l. 308–310: Please split this sentence in two for clarity. 
Split as suggested – (also corrected to dry air mole fraction). 
 
l. 358: The true value of the CO2 dry air mole fraction in the cylinder is unknown, please use 
“assigned value” 
These are indeed ‘assigned values’. However, the dry air mole fractions of our cylinders are 
traceable to the official WMO X2007 scale for CO2 maintained by NOAA. This is now clarified in 
the manuscript 
 
Figure 4: Upper panel: Name the quantity on the vertical axes (both left and right hand side) Lower 
panel: Please explain the meaning of the black dot on the line representing the assigned value or 
remove it. 



Changed 
 
Caption: “true value” -> “assigned value” 
Change as suggested 
 
Figure 5: Caption: “true value” -> “assigned value” 
Change as suggested 
 
Figure 6: Both panels: To convince the reader that the relationship is linear, please show a 
residuals plot (xMeasured−xLinearFit plotted vs. p) 
Example here (S1.3): 

 
 
Figure 7: Both panels: To convince the reader that the relationship is linear, please show a 
residuals plot (xMeasured−xLinearFit plotted vs. p) 
Example here (S1.1) 
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Table 3: Caption: “Sensors 1 to 3 ... HPP3.2” – there is no “Sensor n” in the table and the relation 
between sensor name and generation was defined in the first paragraph of Sect. 3. To emphasise 
that three sensors apply their own pressure compensation you could write explicitly “S2.1, S2.2 
and S2.3 have builtin pressure compensation.” 
We have updated Table 3 and the corresponding caption. 
 
ll. 404-410: The terms “standard deviation” and “standard error” (= standard deviation of the mean) 
seem to be used interchangeably here, although they are very different quantities. I assume that 
standard deviation is meant. If the distribution of the residuals is not Gaussian than the interquartile 
range of the residuals would be a better measure of the spread in the data. I suggest to include 
the calculated values in Table 2, possibly instead of R2. Additional point: What is the spread after 
application of both the temperature and the pressure correction? Are these not the really important 
results? Please clarify! 
We had calculated IQR but we agree that this information would be worthwhile to add here 
specifically. We did not add the information on residuals here as this information is given in the 
later sections of the manuscript. We have added a reference to that section to clarify.  
 
l. 411: This short discussion neglects important points: (1) S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3 were tested over 
a much smaller pressure range than the newer sensors. (2) The second generation sensors apply 
the pressure correction outlined in Gaynullin et al. 2016, which is of a different form than the 
multivariable regression used in this article. (3) Are the standard deviations after pressure 
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correction significantly different between the two sensor generations (“do not exceed 0.3 ppm” vs. 
“0.9, 0.2 and 0.2 ppm”)? 
We have extended the discussion here to include the suggested three points. 
 
ll. 424: If we write the block-wise 1-minute averages of a time series x as x, did you calculate the 
root mean square of xHPP−xCRDS or the root mean square of xHPP−xCRDS? Please clarify! 
The data was first averaged to one minute averages and then the RMS differences of those 
averages was calculated. 
 
ll. 431–432: Figure 8 indicates the opposite: For a calibration interval of 6 days, the root mean 
square difference between the HPP measurements and the CRDS measurements is higher than 
1 ppm for all sensors. 
This was indeed incorrectly phrased; the 1ppm was not achieved for all instruments for 6d 
calibration periods or higher. 
 
ll. 435–438: Other SenseAir sensors have a feature called Automatic Baseline Correction (ABC). 
Does the HPP platform use such a feature and could it be related to the observations? Additional 
point: Explain why two different measures (root mean square difference and mean) are used and 
which factors affect them. Which implications do the mean and RMS deviation have for the 
intended use cases of the sensors? 
We do not use the ABC in this study to perform a post-correction, but have added the ‘drift’ of the 
instrument in our multi-variable calibration equation. The reason RMS and mean deviation are 
specifically mentioned is that have very different implications for future use of this data in inverse 
modelling studies. The main concern for such studies e.g. Wu et al. 2016 is that the instruments 
to not have a significant systematic (long-term) bias, while a larger RMSE between two 
instruments can be accepted. We have added a more detailed explanation on this in the 
introduction and refer to it here now. 
 
Figure 8: Caption: “an independent accurate CRDS Picarro” -> “a CRDS analyser”; “reference 
cylinders” -> “calibration cylinders” to be consistent with the rest of the manuscript 
Changed as suggested. 
 
ll. 450–452: I suggest to leave out this sentence as it belongs to the methods. Also, “all 
atmospheric variables [...] which affect the performance of the instruments” might be too bold a 
statement (think e.g. about aerosol content). 
We have corrected this statement – it was indeed very imprecise. 
  
ll. 460–466: The fact that offset correction reduces the offset to 0 is not worth noting – it is the sole 
purpose of this correction. The correction on the basis of CO2 dry air mole fraction is not 
mentioned neither in Fig. 9 nor in Table 3. If both corrections are applied in a single step, “offset 
correction” is a misleading name for this step. The different corrections are judged based on root 
mean square difference, mean difference or both, which seems arbitrary. I suggest to interpret 
both measures for all corrections or to use just one. 
Agreed – we have streamlined this discussion. However, we are not sure why reporting that the 
offset correction works is not worth noting. 
 
Figure 9: Panel f): From the text I assume that all the data shown in this figure is used for 
calibration. However, the curve reveals that drift is dramatically increased by the drift correction. 
How is this possible? Why does, according to Table 3, the root mean square difference 
nevertheless decrease due to the drift correction? 



This Figure was altogether misleading and unclear. We have removed it to shorten the manuscript 
as suggested by reviewer #1). There is now more detailed explanation in the main text. To clarify: 
Panel f actually shows the influence of the correction itself. i.e. what the data would look like 
without the correction. Arguably a counter-intuitive way of presenting this result. 
 
Caption: “the Picarro” -> “a CRDS analyser” 
Changed. 
 

Table 9: Row 2, column 2 and 3: This looks like erroneous formatting, I assume 1.0·10−3 and 

8.5·10−4 was meant. Why is the offset not 0 after offset correction? 10−3 is too big to blame it 

on floating point accuracy. 
We have revised this table.  
 
Caption: If we write the block-wise 1-minute averages of a time series x as x, did you calculate the 
root mean square of xHPP−xCRDS or the root mean square of xHPP−xCRDS? Please clarify. 
This information must also be provided in the text. Additional note: Please move the sentence “A 
second instrument ... in the data” into the methods section. 
We did calculate the standard deviation of the difference of the minute averages <{CO2}HPP3> - 
<{CO2}CRDS> 
 
l. 481–482: This sentence seems out of place, the connection to the preceding and following part 
is not clear. 
Changed. 
 
l. 482: Description of a new analysis begins here, please start a new subsection. It would be helpful 
to state explicitly that you are again using data from a single sensor, S2.2. 
Changed as suggested. 
 
ll. 484–486: Where in Fig. 10 is data for a calibration period of a single week? Additionally, “High 

mean ∆CO2” is not the right wording here as nearly all values in the right panel of Fig. 10 are 

negative. 
We corrected the wording to reflect that the mean difference from zero has increased.  
 
ll. 486–487: Indicate if the results of these tests are presented somewhere. 
Yes, different durations of calibration (learning) periods were tested and were given in Figure 10. 
We have decided to remove this Figure as a table better conveys the crucial information here. 
 
ll. 487–489: According to Table 1, WA2-1 lasted 45 days. How could you assess the calibration 
with “raw measurement data not used in the learning period” when the calibration period span the 
entire 45 days? 
The total duration of the discussed experiments was 60 days (see line 318), i.e. 45 days were 
used for calibration and 15 days for validation. 
 
ll. 497–498: “Cross-validation” is a helpful term in this context. I suggest to also use it earlier in 
this section. 
Agreed, we have added this in earlier sections. 
 
ll. 499–502: So despite the statement in ll. 487–489 you are using the learning period for 
validation? This needs to be clarified! If the same data is used for training and validation, why is 
the mean difference between the HPP and CRDS measurements not 0, given that your model 
contains a term for offset correction? 



The calibration (learning) and validation periods were always separate. However, we tested 
different configuration of calibration and validation periods. This is explained more clearly in the 
revised manuscript. 
 
l. 501: Suddenly hourly values are used, which is confusing for the reader. Please explain 
somewhere between l. 483 and l. 498 the averaging that you applied. What is the rationale for 
using hourly values as opposed to the 1-minute averages used earlier? Please consider the 
experimental conditions during WA2-1 and the intended use cases of the sensors when answering 
this question in the text or leave out the hourly values if they are not needed. Is the learning also 
carried out with hourly averages? 
The calibration (learning) is always performed on minute averages. However, we also calculate 
and present hourly averages as those are most commonly used in inversion studies and have 
been tested in the theoretical framework for Paris by Wu et al. 2016. We have changed the 
nomenclature when referring to specific weeks to improve readability. 
 
ll. 505–510: A solid interpretation of these results is only possible if the variation of the ambient 
conditions is taken into account. Please provide this information in a figure, calculate interquartile 
ranges and revise this part accordingly. 
We have added statistical information on ambient parameters (as available). 
 
ll. 506–507: I suggest to refer to Fig. 9, provided I am right to assume that it shows the same data. 
l. 516: “and a residual slope of 0.14 and 0.28 ppm/week is shown in the black (W1) and the red 
(W6) curves of the figure, respectively” -> “and a residual drift of 0.14 and 0.28 ppm over one 
week, respectively, remains (Fig. 11).” Note that this both contains a logical improvement and 
avoids the mixture of “ppm” and “week” in a single unit, which is not in accordance with the rules 
of the SI. The latter applies to the next sentence as well. 
The reviewer’s interpretation of Figure 9 is correct.  
 

ll. 520–523: This reads as if ∆CO2 was presented in Fig. 10, which it is not according to the 

legend. Whether it might change the results depends on which averages are used for the training 
(see comment to l. 501). 
See comment at L 501. 
 
Figure 10: Panels: Inappropriate labels at the vertical axis (see earlier comments). The horizontal 
axis needs a label. The tic labels on the horizontal axis (15d, 30d, 45d, week1-week6) are unclear. 
Maybe the label “Learning period” and the tic labels “1st”, “2nd”, “3rd”, “w1-6” with a clear 
description in the caption would be appropriate? The legend should be made bigger for improved 
readability. It is as important as the axes labels, so it should be written in the same font size.  
Caption: “15 consecutive days each in x-axis” is unclear. The horizontal axes are identical for both 
panels, so I suggest to explain it before giving specific comments on either panel. Remove the 
sentence “Hourly and minute values are represented in full and empty symbols respectively.”, the 
information is in the legend. 
Figure 10 and the caption have been reworked and moved to the supplemental materials 
 
Figure 11: Caption: A term of the form a (b−c) can be read as “a times the difference b minus c”. 
Suggesting ∆x=(xCRDS−xHPP) or directly using the difference xCRDS−xHPP for the vertical axis. 
Corrected. 
 
ll. 541–570: Several of my comments to the previous section also apply in this section. Please 
check and revise. 
Revised to be consistent with section 4.2.2 



 
ll. 543–548: Explanation is unclear. I suggest to first describe precisely the analysis, then the 
names for the different learning periods and only then referring to Fig. 12. 
Agreed and done as suggested. 
 
l. 550: “seem to provide” sounds like this observation was deceptive, but for this data set it is a 
fact, so I suggest replacing this phrase with just “provide”. 
Corrected. 
 
ll. 552–554: This sentence is highly confusing because it requires reading the diagram “back in 
time” and involves slopes of means of differences of different training and validation periods. 
Please simplify, possibly leaving out the slopes. 
Agreed, we have revised and simplified this paragraph. 
 
Figure 12: Panels: Same issues as Fig. 10. 
 
Caption: Explanation unclear, “learning” and “validation” period seem to be mixed up. The 
horizontal axes are identical for both panels, so I suggest to explain it before giving specific 
comments on either panel. Remove the sentence “Hourly and minute values are represented in 
full and empty symbols respectively.”, the information is in the legend. 
Revised accordingly. 
 
ll. 576-577: “significantly decreased” and “even” contradict each other. Either stress that the 
sensitivity is reduced or emphasise that even the second generation sensors are sensitive to 
pressure. 
Changed to: “significantly decrease, however, a non-negligible pressure sensitivity remained”. 
 
l. 585: Remove “a process called learning”, it brings machine learning to mind which is not used 
in this study. I suggest to generally replace all occurrences of “learning” by “calibration”. 
Changed as suggested. 
 
ll. 592–593: Remove “that only becomes more apparent for longer-term observations”. The drift 
component is always in your regression model. 
Removed. 
 
3 Technical corrections 
l. 30: “month” -> “months” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 35: missing space in “1–2months” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 49: ”information on emission” -> “information on emissions” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 52: missing opening parenthesis before “Mays et al.” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 82: “in time, and in space” -> “in time and space” 
Corrected. 
 



l. 89: remove comma 
Corrected. 
 
ll. 89-91: Split sentence to make it easier understandable 
We have updated the manuscript and also added further references. 
 
l. 100: Delete “for CO2 measurements”, it is redundant in this sentence. “instrument sensitivities” 
-> “instrument ’s sensitivities” 
Deleted and corrected. 
 
l. 104: Spell out the acronym CRDS once 
Corrected. 
 
ll. 106–107: “Paris region environment” -> “Paris region” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 108: “Empirical” -> “empirical” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 118: missing space in “1m” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 121: “light in these wavelengths” -> “light at these wavelengths” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 124: Name the quantities, e.g. “an operating voltage of 12 V direct current” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 126: Replace comma by period 
Corrected. 
 
l. 128: Replace “versions” by “generations” as the term versions is later used for differentiation 
within the third generation 
Corrected. 
 
l. 140: “improve long-term drift” -> “reduce long-term drift” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 144: “Leakage problems impact are minimized [...]“ -> “The impact of leaks on the measurement 
is reduced [...]” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 150: Remove “better” 
Removed. 
 
l. 156: To measure the pressure 
The LPS pressure sensor description was moved to the section 2.1. 
 
l. 160: The DHT22 is not made by Adafruit but by “Aosong(Guangzhou) Electronics Co., Ltd” 
Our DHT22 was purchased as a kit from Adafruit and the manuals did not referred to Aosong as 
manufacturer. As we have no way of verifying if the sensor was produced by Aosong and if Aosong 



actually has the patent/licensing rights for this sensor we have changed the text to clarify that we 
purchased the sensor as a kit from Adafruit. 
 
l. 161: “interfaces” -> “interface” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 161: Provide the names of the quantities. In the data sheet of the DHT22/AM2302 the accuracy 
in humidity is specified as +-2%RH(Max +-5%RH). If you think that the larger uncertainty is not 
relevant for your application please explain why. 
Our specification sheet only mentioned the +/-2%rh uncertainty, we have corrected this to 2-5%rh 
based on further research into the specification or other DHT22 providers (re-sellers?). 
 
ll. 164–165: “The RPi3 is a small (85x56 mm) processor running with Rasbian OS which is a Linux 
distribution.” -> “The RPi3 is a small (85 mm x 56 mm) single-board computer running Raspbian 
OS, a GNU/Linux distribution.” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 185: “same air than” -> “same air as” 
Corrected 
 
l. 186: “HPP” -> “HPP sensors”. Applies at several locations in the manuscript. 
Corrected throughout the manuscript. 
 
l. 187: Remove “upon” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 188: “Figure 3” -> “Fig.2” 
Corrected. 
 
ll. 199-202: This sentence belongs to section 2.1 where the HPP sensors are described 
Moved to section 2.1. 
 
l. 212: “temperatures” -> “temperature”, “with linear rates of change” -> “with constant rate of 
change”, “1◦C/hour” -> 1◦C/h 
Corrected. 
 
l. 214: “increment” -> “decrement” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 219: “operations” -> “operation” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 228: “H2O” -> “U”, “0.05±0.05%H2O” -> “0.05±0.05%” 
Changed to RH. 
 
l. 234: Suggesting to spell out “above ground level” as it is used only once 
Changed. 
 
l. 236: “were measured successively each 13 hours during 30 minutes” is unclear. Suggestion: 
“Once every 13 hours, four cylinders were sampled successively for 30 min each.” 
Changed. 



 
l. 238: “periods” -> “period” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 267: “multivariate” -> “multivariable”. A multivariate regression has more than one outcome. 
Corrected. 
 
l. 270: same as l. 267 
Corrected. 
 
l. 272: Consult AMT’s guidelines on mathematical notation. Symbols should be typeset in italics 
(and in fact they are in the text, but not in the formula). Additional note:”apxP”: typo in the indices 
(small and capital P mixed). 
 
l. 283: Remove “of the sensors” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 287: “outside air on top of” -> “outside air sampled on top of” 
l. 294: “inner tube” -> “inner diameter”? 
Indeed, the tube to inner diameter – changed. 
 
l. 298: “Figure 3” -> “Fig.2” 
l. 297: “CRDS” -> “CRDS analyser” – CRDS is a technique, not a measurement device. Please 
check all occurrences of “CRDS” in the manuscript as to whether this replacement is applicable. 
l. 301: Non-SI unit “500 mln min-1”, please correct. 
Change to mL min-1 
 
Millilitre per minute is very widely used (e.g. when buying flow controllers) and 8.3x10-9 m3 per 
second is therefore fairly impractical information for laboratory work. 
In addition, mL can be used with SI (see section 6.2.8: https://physics.nist.gov/cuu/pdf/sp811.pdf) 
and BIPM/CIPM explicitly accepted the ‘minute’ for use with the International System of Units (see: 
SI Brochure: The International System of Units (SI) [8th edition, 2006; updated in 2014].  
https://www.bipm.org/en/publications/si-brochure/table6.html 
 
 
l. 315: “Picarro” -> “CRDS analyser”. Picarro is a company, not a measurement device. Please 
check all occurrences of “Picarro” in the manuscript as to whether this replacement is applicable. 
Remove comma before “and” 
Corrected throughout manuscript . 
 
l. 317: Non-SI unit “500 mln min-1”, please correct. 
See comment l.301. 
 
l. 319: Suggesting to replace “410 ppm and minute averages varying between” with “410 ppm. 1 
minute averages varied between” 
l. 328: Figures 6 and 7 are referenced before Fig. 4 and 5. Please swap their positions in the 
manuscript. 
We have moved Figure X and Y into the supplemental materials to streamline the manuscript. 
 
l. 338: Use “PT2”, the experiment’s name, instead of “PIT”, the name of the lab 
Figure 4: Caption: “please not” -> “please note” 

https://physics.nist.gov/cuu/pdf/sp811.pdf
https://www.bipm.org/en/publications/si-brochure/table6.html


Corrected. 
 
Figure 5: Caption: “please not” -> “please note” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 386: “HPP3.1 versions” -> “HPP3.1 sensors” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 387: “newest HPP3.2 versions” -> “newer HPP3.2 sensors” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 391: “that is correction” -> “that this correction” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 393: “ranges” -> “range”; “-0.2 to -0.7 ppm/◦C” -> “-0.7 to -0.2 ppm/◦C” 
Corrected. 
 
l. 453: “Panel of Figure 9” -> “Panel a of Figure 9” 
l. 505: “when learning is form the first 15 days” -> “when the first 15 days are used for validation” 
Change the language throughout the manuscript as “learning” is not suitable here. 
 
l. 515: “When using the first week (W1) and the last week (W6) for learning” -> “When using either 
the first week (W1) or the last week (W6) for learning” 
Change the language throughout the manuscript as “learning” is not suitable here. 
 
l. 542: “carried” -> “carried out” 
Corrected. 
 
Figure 12: Panels: 
The tic label “15d” is displaced vertically 
This was not the case in our version, we have changed the graph in the hope that this error does 
not reproduce. 
 
ll. 606-608: This is a new result, please move it to the results section, possibly into a new 
subsection and accompanied with a few more details. 
We have restructured a lot on the results and conclusion sections, including this passage.  



Anonymous Referee #1 
Received and published: 31 October 2018 
 
This paper reports a series of experiments evaluating one particular low cost CO2 sensor. The 
paper is not especially well organized. It reads as a long list of experiments. However, analysis 
that synthesizes the observations and context from other related work is lacking. There is an 
extensive knowledge base of performance for such NDIR instruments, including manufacturer 
literature (e.g. LiCor, Vaisala), and field evaluation in other contexts. 
We would like to thank the reviewer for the comments and suggestions, which have guided our 
revisions of the manuscript. 
 
Key ideas in the description of NDIR sensors that this paper could be better organized around 
include: 
We agree that the previous version of the manuscript was indeed not organized clearly enough 
and we have significantly streamlined it. We have furthermore moved multiple figures into the 
supplemental materials. 
 
1) that they measure absorption which is proportional to number density but the atmospheric 
quantity of interest is dry air mixing ratio. The measured quantity must be converted using the 
ideal gas law and subtracting water number density to give the dry air mixing ratio. Many of the 
figures are some form of confusing intermediate product along the way to a dry air mixing ratio. 
This study does indeed give the different steps between the raw output of the instrument, which 
is supposed to be mole fractions, towards calibrated dry air mole fractions eventually. The 
description of the fundamental spectroscopy can be found in Hummelgard et al. 2016. Our step 
by step approach was deliberately chosen to highlight, which cross-sensitivities and instrument 
characteristics cause the deviations of this “raw” mole fraction data and calibrated data that 
reflects dry air mole fractions. 
 
2) that a second order correction is associated with pressure broadening of the CO2 absorption 
lines. 
This secondary effect was not accounted for as the first order corrections allowed to achieve our 
repeatability target, furthermore this effect did not seem to influence the linearity of the instrument 
in the tested range (330-1000ppm). 
 
3) that knowledge of zero is as challenging as knowledge of response to CO2. The paper neglects 
to acknowledge or build on related work by Shusterman et al. Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 13449-
13463, 2016 and Zimmerman et al. Atmos. Meas. Tech., 11, 291-313 2018 and likely others. 
The reason for introducing the linear drift term in the multi-variable calibration was indeed due to 
the issue of a non-stable zero of the instrument. We have clarified this point in the manuscript. We 
have also significantly extended the discussion on other work on lower-cost CO2 sensors, although 
this paper is intended as a technical description of one specific instrument (better reflected with 
the new title). 
 
Overall, I recommend a substantial revision to improve the clarity. Cutting the number of figures 
in half and targeting them to identified issues with performance would be welcome. 
Thank you for this suggestion. The manuscript was substantially restructured to address this issue. 
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Abstract: 12 
 13 
CO2 emission estimates from urban areas can be obtained with a network of in-situ instruments 14 
measuring atmospheric CO2 combined with high-resolution (inverse) transport modeling. Because 15 
tThe distribution of CO2 emissions beingis highly heterogeneous in space and variable in time in 16 
urban areas, gradients of atmospheric CO2 (here, dry air mole fractions) need to be measured by 17 
numerous instruments placed at multiple locations around and possibly within these urban areas,. 18 
This which calls for the development of lower-cost medium precision sensors to allow a 19 
deployment at required densities.  20 

Medium precision is here set to be a random error (uncertainty) on hourly measurements of ±1 21 
ppm or less, a precision requirement based on previous studies of network design in urban areas. 22 
Here we present tests of a HPP commercialnewly developed NDIR sensors manufactured by 23 
Senseair AB performed in the laboratory and at actual field stations, the latter for CO2 24 
concentration dry air mole fractions in the Paris area. The lower-cost medium precision sensors 25 
are shown to be sensitive to atmospheric pressure and temperature conditions. The sensors 26 
respond linearly to CO2 when measuring calibration tanks, but the regression slope between 27 
measured and true assigned CO2 differs between individual sensors and changes with time. In 28 
addition to pressure and temperature variations, humidity impacts the measurement of CO2, all of 29 
these factors causing resulting in systematic errors. In the field, an empirical calibration strategy 30 
is proposed based on parallel measurements with the lower-cost medium precision sensors and 31 
a high-precision instrument cavity ring-down instrument during 6 months. Theis empirical 32 
calibration method consists of using a multiple multivariable regression approach to create a 33 
model of the errors defined as the difference of CO2 measured by the lower-cost medium precision 34 
sensors relative to a calibrated high-precision instrument, based on predictors of air temperature, 35 
pressure and humidity. This error model shows good performances to explain the observed drifts 36 
of the lower-cost medium precision sensors on time scales of up to 1-2 months when trained 37 
against 1-2 weeks of high-precision instrument time series. Residual errors are contained within 38 
the ±1 ppm target, . showing the feasibility to use networks of HPP3 instruments for urban CO2 39 
networks, provided Provided that they could be regularly calibrated against one anchor reference 40 
high-precision instrument these sensors could thus be provide CO2 (dry air) mole fraction data 41 
required as for top-down CO2 flux estimates. 42 

 43 

1. Introduction 44 
  45 
Urban areas cover only a small portion (< 3 %) of the land surface but account for about 70% of 46 
fossil fuel CO2 emissions (Liu et al. 2014, Seto et al. 2014). Uncertainties of fossil fuel CO2 47 
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emissions from inventories based on statistics of fuel amounts and/or energy consumption are on 48 
the order of 5% for OECD countries and up to 20% in other countries (Andres et al. 2014) but they 49 
are larger in the case of cities (Breon et al. 2015, Wu et al. 2016). Further, in many cities of the 50 
world, there are no emission inventories available. The need to providefor more reliable 51 
information on emissions and emission trends has prompted research projects seeking to provide 52 
estimates of GHG budget cities, power plants and industrial sites, sites. These are often based on 53 
in situ measurements made at surface stations (Staufer et al. 2016, Lauvaux et al. 2016, 54 
Verhulstet al. 2017), aircraft campaigns around emitting locations (Mays et al. 2009, Cambaliza et 55 
al. 2014) and satellite imagery (Broquet et al. 2017, Nassar et al. 2017). Although sampling 56 
strategies and measurement accuracies differ between these approaches, the commonly used 57 
principle is to measure atmospheric CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction gradients at stations 58 
between the upwind and downwind vicinity of an emitting area and infer the emissions that are 59 
consistent with those CO2 gradients and their uncertainties, using an atmospheric transport model. 60 
This approach is known as atmospheric CO2 inversion or as a “top-down” estimate. 61 
Inversion studies from Paris, France attempting to constrain CO2 emissions from measurements 62 
of CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fractions at four stations located around the city along the dominant 63 
wind direction, have pointed out that the fast mixing by the atmosphere and the complex structure 64 
of urban CO2 emissions requires high resolution atmospheric transport models, and continuous 65 
measurements of the atmosphere to select gradients induced by emission plumes (Broquet et al. 66 
2015, Wu et al. 2016) that can be captured at the scale of the model. 67 
With the existing four three stations, only the CO2 emissions from the Paris megacity could be 68 
retrieved with an accuracy of ≈20% on monthly budgets (Staufer et al. 2016Wu et al. 2016). A 69 
denser network of stations would help to obtain more information on the spatial details of CO2 70 
emissions. A network design study by Wu et al. 2016 for the retrieval of CO2 emissions per sector 71 
for the Paris Megacity has shown that with 10 stations measuring CO2 with 1 ppm accuracy on 72 
hourly time-steps, the error of the annual emission budget could be reduced down to a 10% 73 
uncertainty. Wu et al. 2016 furthermore found that for a more detailed separation of emissions into 74 
different sectors, more stations were needed, on the order of 70 stations to be able to separate 75 
road transport from residential CO2 emissions. This inversion based on pseudo-data allowed 76 
estimating total CO2 emissions with a better accuracy than 10% and emissions of most major 77 
source sectors (building, road energy) with an accuracy better than 20%. Another urban network 78 
design study over the San Francisco Bay area reached a similar conclusion, i.e. that in-situ CO2 79 
measurements from 34 stations with 1 ppm accuracy at an hourly resolution could estimate weekly 80 
CO2 emissions from the city area with less than 5 % error (Turner et al. 2016). 81 
In the studies from Wu et al. 2016 and Turner et al. 2016, the additional number of atmospheric 82 
CO2 measurement stations rather than the individual accuracy of each measurement helped to 83 
constrain emissions, provided that CO2 observation errors have random errors of less than 1 ppm 84 
on hourly measurements, uncorrelated in time, and in space between stations. Therefore, we will 85 
adopt here a 1 ppm uncertainty on hourly CO2 data as the target performance for new urban lower-86 
cost medium precision CO2 sensors. 87 
Today, the continuous CO2 gas analyzers used for continental scale observing systems like ICOS 88 
(https://www.icos-ri.eu/), NOAA (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/) or ECCC 89 
(https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change.html) follow the WMO/GAW guidelines 90 
and are at least ten times more precise than our target of 1 ppm, but are also quite expensive. 91 
Because fFor urban inversionsinversion-based flux estimates for Paris, Wu et al. 2016 found that, 92 
the number of instruments is more important than their individual precision, . Furthermore, Turner 93 
et al. (2016) reported that weekly urban CO2 fluxes in the Bay Area (California, USA) can be 94 
estimated at a precision of 5% when deploying a dense network of sensors (ca. every 2km) with 95 
an assumed mismatch error of 1ppm. This underlines that significant expansion of urban networks 96 
is desirable and could be achieved at an acceptable cost if low-cost sensors could be produced 97 
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with the specifications of 1 ppm random error (i.e. bias free long-term repeatability), . significant 98 
expansion of urban networks could be achieved at an acceptable cost. 99 
Recently, inexpensive sensors, measuring trace gases, particulate matter, as well as traditional 100 
meteorological variables, using various technologies and accuracy have become commercially 101 
available. Evaluation and implementation of these sensors is quite promising (Eugster and Kling 102 
2012, Holstius et al. 2014, Piedrahita et al. 2014, Young et al. 2014, Wang et al. 2015, Martin et 103 
al. 2017). With the advent of low cost mid-IR light sources and detectors, different non-dispersive 104 
infrared (NDIR) CO2 sensors have become commercially available and were tested for .their 105 
suitability for CO2 monitoring (e.g. Martin et al. 2017, Kunz et al. 2017) or for CO2 in combination  106 
with air pollutants (e.g. Shusterman et al. 2016, Zimmerman et al. 2018).  107 
In this study, we present the development and stability tests of a low-cost sensorn inexpensive 108 
instrument (HPP3, SenseAir AB, Sweden) to measure the mole fraction of CO2 of ambient air 109 
using a Senseair HPP NDIR sensor for CO2 measurements (Hummelgard et al. 2015). 110 
.Throughout the manuscript we will use {CO2} to signify the mole fraction and/or dry air mole 111 
fraction of CO2 in air. To improve performance based on and eventually derive dry air mole 112 
fractions, controlling additional parameters for are measured in ambient air and the sensor is 113 
integrated into a platform, which we will refer to as instrument. using a Senseair HPP NDIR sensor 114 
for CO2 measurements (Hummelgard et al. 2015). . Then, the instrument linearity is evaluated 115 
against a suite of CO2 reference gases with CO2 dry air mole fractions from 330 to 1000 ppm. The 116 
instrument’s sensitivities to ambient air temperature, pressure and water vapor content are 117 
assessed in laboratory experiments and climate chambers tests. Then, the instrument linearity is 118 
evaluated against a suite of CO2 reference gases calibrated from 330 to 1000 ppm. The calibrated 119 
low-cost medium precision  (LCMP) instruments are then compared to highly precise CRDS 120 
instruments (G2401, Picarro Inc, Santa Clara, USA).  121 
Lastly, we present the time series of ambient air CO2 measurements in the Paris region 122 
environment. The time series are compared to measurements by co-located cavity ring down 123 
spectroscopy (CRDS) analyzers-based CO2 observations, and Empirical an empirical corrections 124 
and calibration scheme to the HPP3-based instrument are proposed based on measured CO2 dry 125 
mole air fractions and meteorological variables. These corrections and calibrations are established 126 
during a period of 1 or 2 weeks are used to estimate the drift of the HPP3-instrument on time 127 
scales of up to a month and a half. 128 
   129 

2. Sensor integration 130 
 131 
2.1. HPP3 sensor 132 
 133 
The HPP (High-Performance Platform) NDIR (Non-Dispersive InfraRed) CO2 sensor from 134 
SenseAir AB (Delsbo, Sweden) is a commercially available lower-cost system (Hummelgard et al. 135 
2015). The main components of this sensor are:are an infrared source (lamp), a sample chamber 136 
(ca. 1 m optical path length), a light filter and an infrared detector. The gas in the sample chamber 137 
causes absorption of specific wavelengths (Hummelgard et al. 2015) according to the Beer–138 
Lambert law, and the attenuation of light in at these wavelengths is measured by a detector to 139 
determine the gas mixing ratiomole fraction. The detector has an optical filter in front of it that 140 
eliminates all light except the wavelength that the selected gas molecules can absorb. The HPP 141 
has a factory pre-calibrated CO2 measurement range of 0 to 1000 ppm. The HPP sensor itself 142 
uses ca. 0.6 W and requires an operating voltage of 12 V direct currentDC and has a life 143 
expectancy superior to 15 years according to the manufacturer.  144 
Three generation of HPP sensors were built by SenseAir AB (Delsbo, Sweden), ). iIn this 145 
manuscript we only report on the tests carried out on the latest generation (HPP3) being the most 146 
performant among the HPP sensors family. Previous HPP versions generations were used for 147 
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more short-term airborne measurements, for example in the COCAP system (Kunz et al. 2017) 148 
and were found to have an accuracy of 1-1.2 ppm during short-term mobile campaigns. 149 
 150 
A number of technical improvements have been made for the new (third) HPP3 generation 151 
described here: 152 

 Simple interface through USB connection and the development of a new software made 153 
data transfer easier, quicker and more efficient 154 

 Improved temperature stability due to 6 independent heaters dispatched inside the unit.  155 
 The sample cell design is optimized in order to match with targeted production costs. The 156 

optical length was slightly reduced to 95cm so the related alcohol sensor platform could 157 
be used to benefit from any development of this product line. 158 

 To improve reduce long-term drift the sensor is equipped with new electronics and the IR 159 
sources were preconditioned prior to shipment. 160 

 The improved second version of HPP3 (HPP3.2) sensors was equipped with a pressure 161 
sensor (LPS331AP - ST Microelectronics, Switzerland) to allow real-time corrections. The 162 
high resolution mode of the LPS331AP has a pressure range of 263 to 1277 hPa and a 163 
Root Mean Square (RMS) of 0.02 hPa can be achieved with a low power consumption (i.e. 164 
30 µA). 165 

 Leakage problemsThe impact of leaks on the measurements are reduced are minimized 166 
since the third generation sensor works in a high pressure mode. A pump is thus needed 167 
upstream of the sensor inlet in order to create a high pressure in the measurement cell. 168 

 169 
Different sensors from two versions of HPP3 were tested and used in this study, that is, three 170 
sensors from a first version (HPP3.1) named S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3, and three others from the 171 
second better version (HPP3.2) named S2.1, S2.2 and S2.3. For the HPP3.1 sensors, an internal 172 
pressure compensation does not exist, but the HPP3.2 series includes a pressure sensor together 173 
with a compensation algorithm whichalgorithm, which normalizes measured CO2 mixing ratiodry 174 
air mole fractions according to ambient pressure (Gaynullin et al. 2016). 175 
 176 
 177 
2.2. Portable integrated instrument 178 
  179 
The HPP3 sensors were integrated into a custom-built portable unit, which we will refer to as 180 
instrument. This instrument should be suitable to perform in-situ CO2 measurements on ambient 181 
air. The instrument is composed of the HPP3 CO2 sensor, temperature (T) and relative humidity 182 
(RH) sensors. To be able to continuously flush the measurement cell a diaphragm micro pump 183 
with a built-in potentiometer (GardnerDenverThomas, USA, Model 1410VD/1.5/E/BLDC/12V) was 184 
added upstream of the HPP3’s optical cell. Temperature and RH were measured at the exterior 185 
of the optical cell were gas is released into the surrounding enclosure. For pressure, a LPS331AP 186 
(ST Microelectronics, Switzerland) sensor was added inside the HPP3.2 sensors. LPS331AP has 187 
a pressure range of 0.26 to 1.26 atm, a high resolution mode of 2x10-5 atm Root Mean Square 188 
(RMS) and low power consumption (30 µA for high resolution mode). For these humidity and 189 
temperature, a DHT22 sensor kit (Adafruit, USA) was added in the instrument enclosure and 190 
connected through an I2C interfaces. The accuracy of the sensor is ±2-5% RH and ±0.5°C. Its 191 
range is 0-100 %RH and -40 to +80°C, respectively. The response time for all sensors was less 192 
than one minute (which is the time-step to which data was integrated). 193 
A Raspberry Pi3 (RPi3) (Raspberry Pi Foundation, 2015) is used to collect the data of all sensors. 194 
The RPi3 is a small (85x56 mm2) processor single-bard computer running with Rasbian OS which 195 
is a Linux distribution, an open-source GNU/Linux distribution. It has 40-pin extended GPIO which 196 
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allows connecting number of sensors, 4 USB2 ports, BCM43438 wireless LAN and Bluetooth low 197 
energy on board.The HPP3 sensors were connected via USB. 198 
A 7’’ touch screen monitor is connected via an adapter board which handles power and signal 199 
conversion. To be able to flush the measurement cell a diaphragm micro pump 200 
(GardnerDenverThomas, USA, Model 1410VD/1.5/E/BLDC/12V) with an external speed adaptor 201 
is used. The package is powered by a Aswitching 12 V power supply  providing 12V, but can also 202 
be run on a 12V battery packis sufficient to power the integrated package. An image of the 203 
complete components of the portable instrument package is available in Figure1.  204 
 205 

 206 
Figure 1: Components of the portable instrument on the top of its box. 207 
 208 
3. Methods  209 
 210 
NDIR sensors are sensitive to IR light absorption by CO2 molecules in the air contained in their 211 
optical cell, but the retrieval of CO2 concentration dry air mole fraction to the desired accuracy 212 
uncertainty of 1 ppm is made difficult by sensitivities to temperature, pressure and humidity. 213 
Therefore, these parameters should be controlled as much as possible, and their sensitivities 214 
characterized, to correct and calibrate reported {CO2}calculate CO2. A series of tests were carried 215 
out to characterize the HPP3.1 (S1.1, S1.2, S1.3) and HPP3.2 (S2.1, S2.2, S2.3) performances 216 
and sensitivities to {CO2},, T, P and RH. Firstly, temperature, pressure and {CO2 } sensitivities 217 
were determined in laboratory experiments. Then, field measurements were conducted with an 218 
accurate CRDS instrument (Picarro, USA, G2401) measuring the same air than as the HPP3 219 
sensors;. The G2401CRDS  accuracy short-term  repeatability is estimated to be below 0.05 02 220 
ppm and the long-term repeatability to be below 0.03 ppm (Rella et al., 2013Yver-Kwok et al. 221 
2015). Table 1 summarizes all laboratory tests and field tests measurements, which are presented 222 
upon in this section. The general test setup for the experiments can be seen in Figure 32 and the 223 
setup without drier can been seen in the supplemental materials (Figure S1). 224 
 225 
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Name Purpose Location Air 
measured 

Parameter Range of T (°C) 
and P (atm) 

Range of [CO2] 
in ambient air 
(ppm) 

Range of 
[CO2] in Cal. 
Cylinders 
(ppm) 

Duratio
n 
(days) 

Sensors 
tested 

PT1 Correlation 
between 
[CO2] and 
P, / T 

plastic chamber 
Laboratory 
(Saclay) 

Calibration 
cylinders 

T, Pp 16-32 
and 
0.965-1.025 

N/A 420 to 450 3 S1.1, S1.2, 
S1.3 

PT2 Correlation 
between 
[CO2] and 
P ,/ T 

PIT climate 
chamber 
(Guyancourt) 

Calibration 
cylinders 

T, Pp -2 to 35 
and 
0.75 to 0.95 

N/A 420 to 450 5 S2.1, S2,2, 
S2.3 

DA1 Test 
calibration 
frequency  

Laboratory Field 
station (Saclay) 

Calibration 
cylinders 
and dried 
outside 
ambient air 

T , P, 
RHH2O, 
{[CO2}] 
from 
CRDS 

24 to 31 
and 
0.996 to 1.010 

417 to 575 330 to 1000 48 S1.1, S1.2, 
S1.3 

WA2-1 Test  
calibration 
frequency  

Laboratory Field 
station (Saclay) 

Outside 
Ambient 
air 

T, Pp, 
RH2O, 
{[CO2}] 
from 
CRDS 

25 to 27 
and 
0.999 to 1.008 

389  to 508 N/A 45 S2.2, S2.3 

WA2-2 Test 
calibration 
frequency 

Laboratory Field 
station (Jussieu) 

Outside 
Ambient 
air 

T, Pp, 
RH2O, 
{[CO2}] 
from 
CRDS 

29 to 31 
and 
0.993 to 1.021 

393 to 521 N/A 60 S2.1 

Table 1: Summary of all laboratory tests.  226 
 227 
3.1. Laboratory tests 228 
 229 
All laboratory tests used the same fundamental setup shown in Figure 2 with only slight 230 
modifications.  A diaphragm pump (KNF Lab, Germany, Model N86KN.18) was used to pump air 231 
from either an ambient air line or calibration cylinders to a Nafion dryer (PermaPure, USA, MD-232 
070 series) was used to eliminate H2O traces in the gas line.  A flow controller (Bronkhorst, France, 233 
El-Flow series) was used to regulate the air-flow distributed with a manifold to the HPP3 234 
instruments at 500 mL min-1 to ensure stable experimental conditions while a CRDS instrument 235 
could also be connected through a gas split to measure the same air.  236 
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 237 
3.1.1. Sensitivity to temperature and pressure variations 238 
  239 
Two series of temperature and pressure sensitivity tests (PT1, PT2) were realized in a closed 240 
chamber with controlled T and P for the HPP3.1 and HPP3.2 sensors. These To tests are for 241 
assessing the linearity of the response of each sensor to {CO2 } for different pressure and 242 
temperature conditions, two series of temperature and pressure sensitivity tests (PT1, PT2) were 243 
realized in a closed chamber with controlled T and p for the HPP3.1 and HPP3.2 sensors No drier 244 
was necessary as dried air from high-pressure cylinders was used. The CRDS instrument (Picarro, 245 
G2401, serial number 2125) was not connected during these tests. For the HPP3.1 sensors, an 246 
internal pressure compensation does not exist, but the HPP3.2 series includes a pressure sensor 247 
together with a compensation algorithm which normalizes measured CO2 mixing ratios according 248 
to ambient pressure (Gaynullin et al. 2016). 249 
In test PT1 (table1), three HPP3.1 sensors were put in a simple plastic chamber and exposed to 250 
pressure changes ranging from 0.965977.8 to 1.038.256 hPa atm, and temperature ranges of 16 251 
to 32 °C, while measuring gas from a calibration cylinder. Pressure and temperature were 252 
measured by a high-precision pressure sensor (Keller, Germany, Series 33x, 0.012hPa and 253 
0.05K% precision). 254 
In test PT2, to test wider ranges for pressure and temperature, that might be experienced during 255 
field measurements, three HPP3.2 sensors were placed inside a dedicated temperatures and 256 
pressure chamber at the Plateforme d’Integration et de Tests (PIT) at OVSQ Guyancourt, France 257 
(PIT) where a much larger range of T and P p variations could be applied. During each T, P p test, 258 
four calibration cylinders with dry air CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fractions from 420 to 450 ppm 259 
were measured by all the HPP3.2 sensors for a period of approximately 120 hours for each 260 
cylinder. In the PIT chamber, temperatures was varied from -2 to 35 °C with a linear constant rates 261 
of change of 1 °C/hour keeping pressure constant at a value of 0.95 atm1013.25 hPa. During 262 
pressure tests the chamber Ppressure was varied from 0.951013.25 to 0.75759.94 hPaatm with 263 
an increment decrement of 5.10-250.66 hPaatm, being regulated with a primary pump, with 264 
temperature fixed at 15°C. 265 
 266 
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3.1.2. Correction and Ccalibration of CO2 variations measured by the 267 
sensorsmeasurements for dry and wet air 268 
 269 
These experiments were performed to evaluate the response of HPP3 sensors to {CO2 } changes 270 
in ambient air. Corrections were established to allow compensating for unintended instrument 271 
behavior and sensitivities, while calibrations are applied to translate the instruments readings to 272 
an official CO2 scale (here, XCO2 2007). Both steps are combined into one procedure. Two modes 273 
of operation for the HPP3 sensors have been tested i.e. using either a dried or an undried gas 274 
streams, as those are two common modes of operations in greenhouse gas measurements in 275 
different local, regional and global networks (GAW report 242) described as follows. 276 
 277 

Dry air experiments 278 
 279 
Water vapor is known to interfere with CO2 measurements, in particular for NDIR sensors. It is 280 
thus important to determine the sensitivity response of the sensors to {CO2 } under the best 281 
possible conditions, that is, dry air. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2 was used.. In test 282 
DA1 (Table 2) different HPP3 sensors were flushed with the same dry ambient air, passed through 283 
a Nafion dryer (PermaPure, USA, Model MD-070). Online CRDS measurement were used to 284 
monitor and confirmed that H2O was reduced to trace amounts, i.e. 0.05 ±0.05 % H2O. HPP3.1 285 
sensors S1.1, S1.2, S1.3 were tested extensively during 45 days, and HPP3.2 sensors S2.1, S2.2 286 
were tested during 12 days. No significant difference was found between the performances of both 287 
HPP versions. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.  288 
Additionally, Ffor the a period of 45 days during spring 2016, S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3 measured 289 
measurements of dry ambient air in parallel with a co-deployed CRDS instrument (Picarro, USA, 290 
G2401) were conducted at the Saclay field site (see section 3.3.1). There ambient air was pumped 291 
from a sampling line fixed on the roof of the building (ca. 4 m a.g.l.)above ground level) to flush 292 
the setup described in Fig. 2. In addition, fFour dry-air calibration cylinders (330 ppm, 375 ppm, 293 
445 ppm and 1000 ppm of {CO2}2) were measured once every successively each 13 hours they 294 
were sampled successively during each for 30 minutes (Figure 3). As the HPP3 responses can 295 
be slow and, in order to remove memory effects, only the last 15 minutes of each calibration 296 
measurement periods were used.  297 
 298 
Undried (wWet) air experiments 299 
 300 
Because in the fieldAs, drying is often impractical for some applications, we also measured the 301 
HPP3’s sensitivities to water vapor in under worst-case conditions, that is both undried ambient 302 
air and calibration cylinders air being wet.  If these sensitivities were stable over time, they could 303 
be used to correct reported {CO2 } for the H2O interference.  For WA2-1 and WA2-2 tests, the 304 
Nafion dryer was removed from the setup. The only modification of the experiment was the 305 
removal of the Nafion drier..  306 
  307 
Figure 2: HPP3 instruments tTest sSetup 308 
 309 
 310 
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311 
Figure 3: Left –(a) CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fractions measured by S1.1 (blue) and the Picarro 312 
CRDS analyzer (black). Right -–(b) Ccalibrated mixing ratiodry air mole fractions of S1.1 (red) 313 
compared to the raw values (blue). Below(c): Four reference gases (assigned values are 367 ppm, 314 
413 ppm, 487 ppm and 997 ppm of {CO2}), are used for the calibration. No saturation effects are 315 
observed within our CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction range. 316 
   317 
3.2. Instrument correction and calibration procedure 318 
 319 

In order to correct the reported {CO2} we have to define a function that allows to correct for 320 

unintended instrument sensitivities i.e. to p, T, H2O as well as to correct {CO2} measurements to 321 

an official scale should they show any offset or non-linear behavior. 322 

 323 
Dry air calibrationLinearity of instrument response 324 
 325 
For dry air measurements in test DA1, a linear calibration curve is usedwas found to be 326 
appropriate. The panel C lower right graph of Figure 3 shows that the response of the HPP3 327 
instruments to CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction is linear (R2 = 0.95) from 330 to 1000 ppm. 328 
No saturation effects are observed within this CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction range since 329 
residuals are included in the ±1 ppm range. Therefore, a linear response to {CO2} is assumed 330 
further on.    331 
 332 
Wet air calibrationMultivariable correction and calibration 333 

Due to the high correlation of air temperature and water vapor content, which were both found to 334 
be linear (see section 4), we have appliedsuggest a multivariablete regression method, which 335 
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includes all environmental variables. Indeed, if variables are corrected one at a time, an 336 
overcorrection of one of the correlated variables may occur. 337 
Multivariable-linear regression is a generalization of linear regression by considering more than 338 
one variable. We used a multivariate multivariable linear regression of the form: 339 
 340 
y {CO2}calibrated, corrected = b + aCxC aCO2{CO2}HPP3 + apxP app + aTxT aTT + awxw awW + 341 
axyxxy                add               (1) 342 
  343 
y is the {CO2 }calibrated, corrected value corresponds to the measured {CO2} by the reference accurate 344 
instrument (CRDS) calibrated on the WMO CO2 X2007 scale., considered as the true value here. 345 
XC C is the {CO2 }HPP3 measured withreported by the HPP3 instrument, with additional factors to 346 
capture the influence of the pressure Pp, the temperature T, the water mixing ratio W (as 347 
calculated from our T, p and RH measurements), the baseline drift xy d and a baseline offset b. 348 
Baseline drifts are corrected by fitting a linear y=x curve in which y is incremented with time. All 349 
Iinstrument specific coefficients for the multivariate multivariable linear regression are determined 350 
using measurements of the parameters during several days. 351 
 352 
3.3. Field tests with urban air measurements 353 
  354 
To assess their real-world performance of the sensors, we conducted additional tests for the HPP3 355 
sensors measuring outside ambient air at two field sites under typical conditions for urban air 356 
monitoring, . Aafter the sensors were fully integrated into instruments as described in section 2.2. 357 
Three HPP3.1 instruments (S1.1, S1.2, S1.3) and two HPP3.2 instruments (S2.2, S2.3) were 358 
installed in the laboratory building of Saclay field site (48.7120N, 2.1462E) to measure outside 359 
ambient air on top of the building roof. Saclay is located 20 kilometers south of the center of Paris 360 
in a low-urbanized area. In addition, one HPP3.2 instrument (S2.1) was installed to measure air 361 
at the Jussie field site on the Jussieu University campus in the center of Paris (48.8464N, 362 
2.3566E). 363 
 364 
3.3.1. Saclay field Site 365 
 366 
The sampling line, a 5 meter Dekabon tube with an inner tube diameter of 0.6 cm, was fixed on 367 
the rooftop of the building at about 4 meters above the ground, which was connected to a setup 368 
that was a copy of the laboratory tests. The laboratory hostingHowever, theup to five HPP3 369 
instruments were connected  and a pump of the same built as in the previous experiments was 370 
used to regulate the air-flow distributed with a manifold to the HPP3 instruments at 500 mL min-1 371 
to ensure stable experimental conditions. The field site is equipped with a cooling/heating unit that 372 
was turned off most of the time so that room temperature varied between 24 and 31 °C. A CRDS 373 
(Picarro, USA, G2401) measured air from the same intake in parallel as seen in Figure 3. A 374 
diaphragm pump (KNF Lab, Germany, Model N86KN.18) was used to pump air to the five 375 
instruments, and a flow controller (Bronkhorst, France, El-Flow series) was used to regulate the 376 
air-flow distributed with a manifold to the HPP3 instruments at 500 mln min-1 to ensure stable 377 
experimental conditions. For dry air measurements using the HPP3.1 (48 days) an external Nafion 378 
dryer (PermaPure, USA, MD-070 series) was used to eliminate H2O traces in the gas line during 379 
dry air experiments, whileDuring the test of  HPP3.2 were tested for 45 days. Four reference gas 380 
cylinders (330ppm, 375ppm, 445ppm and 1000 ppm of CO2) were used and each HPP3 was 381 
flushed every 12 hours for 30 minutes per cylinder during the dry air experiment. No calibration 382 
cylinders were used during the undried air experiment, since the calibration was based on the co-383 
located high precision measurement with the CRDS analyzer. The mean mixing ratiodry air mole 384 
fraction of ambient CO2 was 420 ppm and varied between 388 ppm and 575 ppm during dry air 385 
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experiments and a mean of 409 ppm and varied variations between 389 ppm and 509 ppm were 386 
found during the undried air experiments.  387 
 388 
3.3.2. Jussieu field site 389 

The measurements were conducted at the OCAPI (Observatoire de la Composition de l’Air de 390 
Paris a l’IPSL) field station. The measurements from the HPP3.2 instrument (S2.1) in Jussieu 391 
were compared with those of a co-located CRDS analyzer (Picarro, USA, G2401). Two 392 
independent sampling lines (about 5 meter Dekabon tube with an inner tube of 0.6 cm) were used 393 
for the PicarroCRDS, and the S2.1 instrument. The air-flow into HPP3.2 instrumentS2.1 was 394 
regulated by the micro pump (see section 2.2) and set to 500 mln mL min-1 using a potentiometer.. 395 
At this location neither calibration cylinders nor a drying system were deployed for S2.1, but used 396 
to calibrate the CRDSthe HPP3.2. The measurement period was 60 days and the mean ambient 397 
CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction was 410 ppm and minute averages varying varied between 398 
393 ppm and 521 ppm. Room temperature varied between 28 and 31 °C during the observation 399 
period.  400 

 401 

4. Results 402 
  403 
4.1. Sensitivity to temperature and pressure variations using dried air 404 
  405 
4.1.1. HPP3.1 instruments tested in the simple chamber (PT1) 406 
 407 
As shown in Figures 6 and 7 lLinear relationships are observed between reported CO2 408 
concentrations dry air mole fractions and pP, T (R2 =0.99 with P p and R2 = 0.92 with T) in the 409 
simple chamber (see Figure 4 and 5). Due to the limitation of experimental conditions in these 410 
simple plastic chambers, only a narrow pressure range of 0.965977.78 to 1033.52hPa.020 atm 411 
and a temperature range of 16 °C to 32 °C could be tested for these instruments. Different slopes 412 
and intercepts are found for each instrument as reported in Table 2. This indicates that there is no 413 
single universal P p and T calibration curve that could be determined for one instrument and used 414 
for others. 415 
  416 
4.1.2. HPP3.2 instruments tested in the PIT chamber (PT2) 417 
 418 
The PIT PT2 tests results with P pressure changes from 1.001013.25 to 0.75759.94 atm hPa with 419 
an increment of 50.66hPa5.10-2 atm are shown in Figure 4. The top panel of the Figure 4 shows 420 
the variations of CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fractions due to P p (from 0.00495 to 0.0177.8 ppm 421 
per 0.1 hPaatm). Despite the built-in pressure compensation algorithm developed for HPP3.2, 422 
reported {CO2 } and pP can still co-vary with a positive (S2.1 and S2.2) or a negative (S2.3) 423 
correlation, indicating that an additional correction would beis required when aiming to achieve 424 
the best possible results. Consequently, we applied a linear fit between CO2 } (differences 425 
between the known assigned mixing ratiodry air mole fraction in the cylinder and the mixing 426 
ratiodry air mole fraction measured reported by HPP3.2 instruments) and pressure (Figure 6). The 427 
slope and intercept obtained are then used to determine the offset due to P p variations that has 428 
to be added on raw {CO2 }mixing ratios reported by the HPP3.2 instruments. The lower panel of 429 
Figure 4 shows that the corrected {CO2 }mixing ratios values have a root mean square deviation 430 
from the true assigned mixing ratiodry air mole fraction in the calibration cylinder (428.6 ppm) of 431 
less than 0.02 ppm for all three HPP3.2 (see Figure S2). 432 
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 433 
Figure 5 shows the effect of temperature variations in the PIT chamber going from -2 to 35 °C 434 
(see section 3.1) on raw reported CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction of the HPP3.2 instruments. 435 
Temperature corrections are done following the same steps as for P. For the three HPP3.2, {CO2 436 
} mixing ratios are is negatively correlated to T. As for the tests in the simple chamber with the 437 
HPP3.1 instruments, different linear T slopes and intercepts are observed for each HPP3.2 1 438 
instrument (Figure 65) in the PIT chamber. After correction for temperature variations, we obtain 439 
corrected {CO2 }mixing ratio values with a root mean square deviation which does not exceed 0.01 440 
ppm from the true assigned value of the cylinder ([CO2]=444 ppm) for the three HPP3.2 441 
instruments (see Figure S3). 442 
 443 

    444 

 445 

 446 
Figure 64: Linear relationship experimentally found between reported {CO2 } mixing ratios and P 447 
p for the HPP3.1 instruments (S1.1, S1.2, S1.3) (leftla) and for the HPP3.2 instruments (S2.1, 448 
S2.2, S2.3) (rightb). Note the different Pp range, going from 0.96972.7 to 1.021030hPa atm. for 449 
the HPP3.1 instruments in the simple plastic chamber and to 0.75759.9 to 1 1013.25hPaatm. for 450 
the HPP3.2 instruments in the PIT chamber. 451 
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  452 

 453 
Figure 75: Linear relationships between reported {CO2 }mixing ratios for HPP3S1.1 S1.1, S1.2 454 
and S1.3 (leftla) at temperature values going from 17 to 30 °C in plastic chamber, and for HPP3.2 455 
S2.1, S2.2 and S2.3 at temperature values going from 5 to 35 °C in the PIT chamber (b). 456 
   457 
Table 2 summarizes the results of the pressure and temperature tests for all the HPP3 458 
instruments. These tests results show a sensor-specific response to P p and T. A large difference 459 
of reported {CO2 } mixing ratios sensitivity to pressure variations is observed between the two 460 
HPP3 versions. A sensitivity of 571.5 to 753.4 ppm/atm0.564 to 0.744 ppm/hPa is found for the 461 
HPP3.1 versionssensors, whereas this sensitivity ranges from -0.004.5 up to 17.60.0174 462 
ppm/hPaatm for the newest newer HPP3.2 versionssensors. The lower sensitivity among HPP3.2 463 
prototypes is due to the pressure compensation algorithm which is included in this model. Since 464 
the pressure compensation algorithm does still not fully correct the reported {CO2 } variations due 465 
to pressure changes, we found that it is necessary to apply a correction for pressure interferences 466 
on the CO2 mixing ratios signal, and that this correction should be sensor specific. The {CO2 467 
}mixing  ratios sensitivity to temperature variations are found to be in similar ranges for both sensor 468 
makes. Sensitivities of -0.3 to 0.1 ppm/°C and -0.2 to -0.7 ppm/°C are found for HPP3.1 and 469 
HPP3.2 prototypes instruments, respectively.     470 
 471 

  Pressure  Temperature  

Slope (ppm/atmhPa) Intercept 
(ppm) 

R2 Slope 
(ppm/°C) 

Intercept 
(ppm) 

R2 

S1.1 673.1 
±4.40.664±0.004 

-297.7 ±4.3 0.94 -0.124 ±0.003 391.34 ±0.07 0.85 
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S1.2 753.40.744 ±0.0011.1 -363.3 ±1.1 0.95 -0.29 ±0.01 408.1 ±0.2 0.80 

S1.3 571.50.564 ±0.0011.4 -189.5 ±1.4 0.94 0.107 ±0.004 381.2 ±0.1 0.63 

S2.1 17.60.0174 ±0.00022 394. ±0.2 0.95 -0.5854 
±0.0004 

435.530 ±0.01 0.99 

S2.2 16.60.0164 
±0.0.00012 

392.4 ±0.2 0.97 -0.716 ±0.001 427.31 ±0.02 0.99 

S2.3 -4.50.0045 ±0.0002 429.0 ±0.0 0.75 -0.2453 
±0.0004 

442.16 ±0.01 0.99 

Table 2: Slopes and intercept calculated for CO2 correction due to temperature and pressure. 472 
Sensor 1 to 3 are type HPP3.1, whereas Sensor 4 to 6 are HPP3.2. 473 
 474 

From Figures 6 and Table 2, we see a positive correlation between CO2 and P for five instruments 475 
(S1.1, S1.2, S1.3, S2.1 and S2.2) and a negative correlation for S2.3. In Figures 7 and Table 2, a 476 
negative correlation between CO2 and temperature is found for 5 instruments (S1.1, S1.2, S2.1, 477 
S2.2 and S2.3) and a positive one for S1.3. After applying our correctionng for temperature and 478 
pressure, no more correlations are observed between corrected {CO2 } and pressure and 479 
temperature. Corrected CO2 mixing ratiomole fractions of HPP3.2 are stable and standard errors 480 
do not exceed 0.3 ppm and 0.2 ppm for pressure and temperature corrections respectively, except 481 
for {CO2 }mixing ratios after temperature correction for S2.2 which reaches a standard deviation 482 
(STD) of 0.5 ppm. However, we do not reach the same stability after pressure and temperature 483 
correction for HPP3.1 prototypes. Standard deviations of 0.9, 0.2 and 0.2 ppm are calculated for 484 
S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3 respectively after pressure correction, and Standard deviations of 1.3, 2.6 485 
and 1.6 ppm are determined for S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3 respectively after temperature corrections. 486 
These differences between the results of the two HPP3 versions can be partly explained by the 487 
fact that HPP3.2 prototypes had the opportunity to be tested in a sophisticated climatic chamber 488 
which respects precise temperature and pressure set points and in which only one of the two 489 
variables are modified one at a time.     490 
 491 
4.2. Instrument calibration and stability during continuous measurements  492 
 493 
Our instrument described in this study areis intended for use in field campaign studies and longer-494 
term monitoring, we also assess their performance during continuous measurements. We also 495 
and  evaluate which calibration frequency is necessary to track the changes in the sensitivities to 496 
p and T found in section 4.1 and also if the instruments can be calibrated when using an undried 497 
gas stream. Given that the instrument response to {CO2 } is also affected by atmospheric water 498 
vapor, we present the results from dried and wet ambient air measurements separately. 499 
 500 
4.2.1. Measurements of dried ambient air (test DA1) 501 
 502 
Four calibration cylinders were used in order to linearly calibrate the three HPP3.1 instruments 503 
(see section 3.1). To assess the quality of this calibration, the standard deviation (STD) of {CO2} 504 
(i.e. {CO2}HPP3-{CO2}CRDS)RMS relative toof 1-minute averagesCO2 mixing ratiods from the co-505 
located CRDS data were calculated, and shown in Figure 8. Although calibration cylinders were 506 
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measured each 12 hours, by ignoring deliberately somesome calibrations data, we processed the 507 
time series to re-compute calibrated {CO2}CO2 assuming a range of different time intervals 508 
between two calibrations. The results shown in figure 8 6 are for calibrations intervals of 0.5, 6, 509 
12, 19, 25, 31, 38 and 45 days. Each point in this Figure corresponds to the RMS  values 510 
calculated for the HPP3.1 instruments S1.1, S1.2, S1.3. 511 
We find that the 1 ppm accuracy threshold is nearly met (and even surpassed) when measuring 512 
dried air and for calibration intervals no longer thanof 6 days. The RMSSTD {CO2} of the minute 513 
averages slowly increases with increasing calibration intervals but seems to stabilize between 3 514 
and 4 ppm. We also see a marked difference between the performances of each sensor: S1.1 515 
shows the best performance, followed by S1.3 and S1.2. Besides an increased STD, we also see 516 
that the The larger mean  variation ) of  CO2 }(±4 ppm for S1) increases significantly after not 517 
calibrating for 19 daysare observed for 19 days between two calibrations. Surprisingly, one 518 
calibration each 45 days does not deteriorate the mean of CO2 } significantly. Indeed, the 519 
variability of mean CO2 } seems to decreases over longer time periods as the instruments do 520 
not have a residual no persistent long-term drift and positive and negative values of CO2 cancel 521 
each other over time. The RMS of the minute averages slowly increases with increasing calibration 522 
intervals but seems to stabilize between 3 and 4 ppm. 523 

 524 

   525 
Figure 86: STD and mean values of one minute average CO2}RMS (left) and mean difference 526 
(right) of CO2 of the three HPP3.1 instruments compared to an independent accurate CRDS 527 
Picarrro, during a measurement period of 48 days depending of the calibration frequency.. The x-528 
axis represents different chosen frequencies for calibration of the HPP3.1 using reference 529 
cylinders. 530 
  531 

 532 

4.2.2. Saclay ambient air measurements (test WA2-1) 533 
 534 
During this test (section 3.3, Saclay field site), all atmospheric variables in wet air which affect the 535 
performance of the instruments, i.e. pressure, temperature, water vapor content and {CO2 } mixing 536 
ratios, were measured from July 20th until August 8th. As described in section 3.1, a six term 537 
multivariate multivariable linear regression is used to calculate the regression coefficients for each 538 
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HPP3.2 instruments. Panel of Figure 9 shows the results for measurements from July 20th until 539 
August 8th 2016 of ambient air at Saclay from instrument HPP3.2 S2.2.  540 
To illustrate the relative impact of the sensitivity to each variable on the reported raw data ofCO2 541 
measurements each component of the multi-linear fit is added separately (one at a time here). 542 
Overall, we show 5 correction variables starting from the offset correction, in which only the offset 543 
of the regression is corrected until to the last panel in which all five terms of equation 1 are taken 544 
into account. The offset and concentration dry air mole fraction dependent corrections terms (b 545 
and acxx{CO2}HPP3c) are the most significant corrections among all 5 parameters and allow reducing 546 
the mean CO2 from 45 ppm to 0 ppm (see Table 2). The other 4 parameters (pressure, 547 
temperature, water vapor and drift corrections) further reduce the difference between CRDS and 548 
HPP3.2 reducing the RMS STD {CO2} of minute averages from 1.03 ppm to 0.67 ppm. Here, the 549 
temperature correction (d) and the water vapor correction (e) provide a correction of similar 550 
magnitude, keeping the same RMS and improving mean CO2 only from 0.16 to 0.13 ppm. This 551 
is understandable since temperature and water vapor are correlated for this type of measurement. 552 
 553 

 

raw Offset 
correction 

Pressure 
correction 

Temperature 
correction 

RH 
correction 

Drift 
correction  

RMS STD 

{CO2} 
(ppm) 

1.11 1.03 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.67 

Mean 

{CO2}  
(ppm) 

45.33 1.0 10-3 8.6 10-4 0.16 0.13 -0.08 

Table 3: RMS STD and mean values of one minute average CO2 }([CO2]picarro] - [CO2]S2.2) data for 554 
each correction step. Note that corrections are cumulative from left to right. 555 
A second instrument was deployed but the acquisition failed for a period of one week leading to a 556 
discontinuity in the data. 557 

The laboratory studies (section 4.2.2.) already indicated that recalibration of the HPP3s is required 558 
because of sensitivities to T, P p and water vapor that are instrument-specific. We call the period 559 
during which the six calibration coefficients of Eq. (1) are calculated by fitting using the PIcarro 560 
CRDS {CO2 } time series, the learning calibration period. Attempting to determine those calibration 561 
coefficients during a short learningcalibration period e.g. of one week, leads to high mean CO2,}, 562 
as can be seen in Figure 107. A learningcalibration period of two weeks leads to significantly better 563 
results. We tested systematically longer learningcalibration periods, of up to 45 days. The raw 564 
measurement data not used in the learningcalibration period is corrected, calibrated and 565 
compared to the CRDS system which then aids as a tool to assess the performance of this {CO2 566 
} calibration approach. We benchmark the instrument performance for both minute averages, the 567 
instruments typical temporal resolution, and hourly averages, as those are widely used in 568 
modelling studies and data assimilation systems. 569 
We also compared different learningcalibration periods of the same length. As an example, 570 
considering a 45 days experiment, we chose 3three different learningcalibration periods of 571 
successive 15 days. We also tested the approach of using the first and last weeks of a 45 days 572 
period to create a non-successive two weeks learningcalibration period.  573 
Figure 710 shows the STDRMS and mean CO2 } values considering 3 learningcalibration 574 
periods (C1, C2, C3) of 15 days each. The regression coefficients of the multilinear multivariable 575 
model of Eq. (1) for C1, C2 and C3 are calculated using the first, second and third consecutive 15 576 
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days of the experimental period. These coefficients are then used to predict corrected {CO2}HPP3 577 
[CO2]HPP3.2 for the three cross-validation periods of 15, 30 and 45 days. Also, calibration coefficients 578 
(W1, W6) were calculated using the first and sixth week of the 45 days period for 579 
learningcalibration. Unsurprisingly, using C1 coefficients gives the best results for the first 15 days 580 
used for training (RMS=0.6 ppm and mean=-0.1 ppm for hourly values), and lead a higher bias for 581 
the last 15 days (RMS=1 ppm and mean=-1 ppm for hourly values). .Using C2 coefficients to 582 
correct adjacent 15 days from the learningcalibration period gives comparable results (RMS=0.7, 583 
mean=-0.6 ppm and RMS=0.7, mean=-0.1 ppm respectively for the first and last 15 days). 584 
Considering the last learningcalibration period, C3 coefficients show a mean bias of -2.5 ppm 585 
when learningcalibration is from the first 15 days. One reason that can explain this behavior is the 586 
greater variability of CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction during the last 15 days of the experiment. 587 
The interquartile range of CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction is 10, 15 and 25 ppm respectively 588 
for the first, second and third period. The CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fraction correction is 589 
accomplished mostly by correcting T, P, H2O and the instrument offset. A small variation of 590 
sensitivities may lead to a less appropriate correction for periods of smaller variability. Another 591 
reason for this difference is the drift component of the correction in Eq. 1. The linear drift of the 592 
instrument also varies with time. One method to better correct for the slow linear drift of the 593 
instrument is to combine the first and last week of the experiment into a learningcalibration period 594 
instead of using two consecutive weeks. Figure 11 8 shows corrected CO2 } ([CO2]picarro] - 595 
[CO2]HPP3.2) of S2.2 during 45 days when using this approach. When using the first week (W1) and 596 
the last week (W6) for learningcalibration, the instrument drift is not properly corrected and a 597 
residual slope of 0.14 and 0.28 ppm/week is shown in the black (W1) and the red (W6) curves of 598 
the figure, respectively. Nearly no drift (0.01 ppm/week) is observed when considering both W1 599 
and W6 for the training (blue curve). On Figure 10, magenta stars show STD CO2} RMS and 600 
mean CO2} CO2 values of the whole 45 day time series considering both W1 and W6 as 601 
learningcalibration periods. With this coefficient determination method, mean CO2 bias can be 602 
reduced to nearly 0 ppm. Finally, we should note that averaging the 1-minute HPP3.2 data to 603 
hourly averages can further improve STD CO2RMS} values up to 28%. As expected, mean 604 
values do not change for hourly averages. 605 
 606 

 607 
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 608 

Figure 107: left – RMSSTD {CO2} (a) and mean {CO2} (b)  values considering 3 609 
learningcalibration periods of 15 consecutive days for calibration each in x-axiswith. C1, C2 and 610 
C3 correspond to RMS calculated considering correction coefficients determined from learning, 611 
that is, fitting of Eq. 1 to Picarro data during the first, second and third 15 consecutive days of 612 
measurements at the Saclay field site, respectively. W1W6 corresponds to using the first and sixth 613 
week as calibration period. Week1-Week6 corresponds to RMS calculated considering correction 614 
coefficients determined during the first and last weeks of the experiment. Hourly and minute values 615 
are represented in full and empty symbols respectively. Right – Mean CO2 calculated for the four 616 
learningcalibration periods choices. STD {CO2} (c) and mean {CO2} (d) values considering 4 617 
calibration periods of 15 consecutive days for calibration each with C1, C2, C3, C4 correspond to 618 
first, second, third and fourth 15 consecutive days of measurements at the Jussieu field site, 619 
respectively. W1W6 corresponds to using the first and eight week as calibration period. Hourly 620 
and minute values are represented in full and empty symbols respectively. 621 
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 622 

 623 

Figure 118: CO2 ([CO2]picarro] - [CO2]HPP3.2)({CO2}HPP3 - {CO2}CRDS) of HPP3.2 instrument S2.2 during 624 
45 days considering different learningcalibration periods of one week. Results from 625 
learningcalibration periods of week one (W1) and week six (W6) are in black and red respectively. 626 
The blue curve shows corrected CO2 } when both W1 and W6 are used in the 627 
learningcalibration. 628 

 629 
4.2.3. Urban site of Jussieu (test WA2-2) 630 
  631 
To assess the performance of the HPP3.2 instruments, wet ambient air measurements at the 632 
urban site of Jussieu were carried out for 60 consecutive days using HPP3.2 instrument S2.1 633 
alongside a Picarro CRDS. upon which learning is applied. Figure 712 shows STD CO2R}MS 634 
and mean CO2} values calculated with four learningcalibration periods of 15 consecutive days 635 
each and one learningcalibration considering both first and last week of the experiment. 636 
Calibration coefficients for C1, C2, C3 and C4 are calculated considering learningcalibration 637 
periods of first, second, third and fourth 15 consecutive days of the experiment respectively. 638 
W1W8 coefficients are calculated considering week one (W1) and week eight (W8) of the 639 
experiment. The results are qualitatively very similar to the measurements at the Saclay field site 640 
and combing the first and last week as calibration period also results allow achieving our target of 641 
STD CO2} >1ppm. 642 
First, we look at the results using C1, C2, C3 and C4 coefficients. Out of the four consecutive 15 643 
day learning periods, C1 coefficients seem to provide the best correction of raw CO2 mixing ratio 644 
with hourly RMS values between 0.3 and 0.6 ppm and mean values between 0 and 1 ppm. 645 
Absolute mean values of CO2 for C3 and C4 show a linear increase (slopes of 1.3 ppm per 15 646 
days for C3 and 1.9 ppm per 15 days for C4) the further we go from learning periods leading to 647 
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hourly mean values of -3.4 and -5.4 ppm respectively for C3 and C4 corrections. This is a typical 648 
case where the drift component could not be well characterized by the chosen learning periods. 649 
Another interesting observation concerns minute RMS values of C3 and C4 corrections which are 650 
lower than hourly RMS values for the same coefficients calculated during the first and second 15 651 
days. Minute RMS are 0.1 and 0.4 ppm lower respectively for the first and second 15 day period 652 
for both C3 and C4 corrections. As for the previous urban measurements, considering both first 653 
and last weeks as a learning period provides satisfying results (RMS=1.1 ppm, mean=0.9 ppm) 654 
for the correction of raw CO2 mixing ratios during a period of a month and a half.   Th 655 
 656 

 657 

 658 

5. Conclusion and perspective 659 
 660 
We integrated HPP3.1 and HPP3.2 NDIR sensors into a portable low-cost instrument with 661 
additional sensors and internal data acquisition. The laboratory tests reveal a strong sensitivity of 662 
measured reported CO2  mixing ratiodry air mole fractions to ambient air pressure for the HPP3.1 663 
series and a significantly decreased, yet noticeable, sensitivity to pressure, even for the upgraded 664 
HPP3.2 sensors equipped with a P sensor and using athe built-in manufacturer Pp-correction. To 665 
achieve the required targeted stability and accuracy(long-term repeatability) for urban 666 
observations of 1 ppm, instruments have to be corrected at regular intervals against data from a 667 
very accurate reference instrument to account for their cross-sensitivities to T, Pp, H2O W (H2O 668 
mixing ratio) changes and electronic drift, unless those parameters could be controlled externally 669 
in the future. We found that commercially available Pp, T and RH sensors that are compatible with 670 
the chosen Raspberry Pi3 platform are sufficiently precise to use these parameters as predictors 671 
of the linear equation use to calibrate each HPP3 instrument against the very preciseaccurate 672 
reference instrument, which was calibrated to the official WMO CO2 X2007 CO2 scale., a process 673 
called learning.  674 
Two common modes of operations have been successfully tested i.e. using these low-cost 675 
medium precision instruments for either dried or undried gas streamsambient air measurements. 676 
Our results indicate that using a dried gas stream does not improve measurement precision or 677 
stability compared to an undried gas streams provided that a multilinear multivariable regression 678 
model is used for calibration (learning), which accounts for all cross-sensitivities including to H2O 679 
mixing ratio changes.  680 
We furthermore find that sensor specific corrections are required and they should be considered 681 
time-dependent, e.g. by including a linear drift that only becomes more apparent for longer-term 682 
observations. Different calibration windowsstrategies were tested for both the Saclay field site and 683 
Jussieu field site ambient air measurements based on reference CRDS systems, and their results 684 
evaluated against CRDS cross validation data that were not used for learningcalibration. Those 685 
sites exhibit the typical mixing ratio{CO2} enhancement levels in urban GHG monitoring networks 686 
were LCMP future low-cost medium precision instruments could be deployed in the future. Regular 687 
(6 weekly) re-calibrations are found to be appropriate to capture sensor linear drifts and changes 688 
in relevant cross-sensitivities, while not increasing the burden of performing calibration too often. 689 
A dedicated set of calibration gases was not necessary if by transplanting the low cost instrument  690 
was calibrated against to measure {CO2} in parallel with from a CRDS using the same air. 691 
LearningCalibration periods of one week with parallel CRDS measurements before and after a 45 692 
day deployment , spaced by a ‘free running’ period of 45 days, was sufficient for the HPP STD 693 
{CO2} data to be within 1 ppm of CRDS during that period (with near zero bias, i.e.{CO2} << 694 
1 ppm) . This calibration approach by learning can thus be an alternative to permanently deploying 695 
calibration gases for each individual sensor. Overall, the requirement of ca. 1ppm 696 
compatibilitylong-term repeatability for hourly means CO2 mixing ratiodry air mole fractions for a 697 
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dense CO2 monitoring network in Paris (Wu et al. 2016) was achieved and no significant long-698 
term bias was detected. 699 
The field tests at the Saclay and Jussieu station are being continued to see if the instrument 700 
performance deteriorates over its lifetime. Since the start of the test in 2015 until now multiple 701 
HPP3.1 sensors have been in use for without significant performance loss. Other research groups 702 
have also started integrating HPP sensors into their low-cost GHG monitoring strategy (e.g. 703 
Carbosense, www.nano-tera.ch/projects/491.php, last access March 11th, 2019).  704 
Future improvements for the LCMP instruments will include the addition of batteries to allow their 705 
transport to the central calibration lab without power cut as well as using them in field campaigns, 706 
e.g. landfills when connected to solar panels or small wind turbines. During future tests at sites 707 
without reference instruments, small pressurized gas containers (12l, minican, Linde Gas) will be 708 
used to regularly inject target gas to track the performance during a deployment period. 709 
The overall operational cost of the new calibration scheme using a central laboratory and rotating 710 
the LCMP systems can also only be assessed after more extensive field deployment has been 711 
performed. 712 
 713 
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Figure S1: Upper panel – Effect of pressure variations (black) on reported {CO2} (assigned value 
=428.6 ppm), S2.1 (orange), S2.2 (blue) and S2.3 (green), please note the different y-axis scales. 
Lower panel – Corrected {CO2}. 
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Figure S2: Upper panel – The effect of temperature variations (black) on raw CO2 dry air mole 
fractions of HPP3.2 instruments measuring CO2 from air from the same calibration cylinder (true 
value =444 ppm), S2.1 (orange), S2.2 (blue) and S2.3 (green), please note the different y-axis 
scales. Lower panel – Corrected CO2 dry air mole fractions for HPP3.2 instruments.  
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Figure S3: A continuous time series of 1 min averages for HPP3.2 instrument S2.2 compared to 
the Picarro CRDS instrument after correcting for the different variables for a period of 15 days. 
Plot (a) shows reported {CO2} measured by S2.2 and the Picarro. Plot (b) shows the difference 
between Picarro and S2.2 after offset correction. The next 4 plots (c), (d), (e), (f) show the 
difference to plot (b) after having correcting the HPP3.2 {CO2} to fit the Picarro CO2 using pressure, 
temperature, water vapor, and linear drift respectively.  



 

Figure S4: CO2 ({CO2}HPP3 - {CO2}CRDS) of HPP3.2 instrument S2.2 during 45 days considering 
different calibration periods of one week. Results from calibration periods of week one (W1) and 

week six (W6) are in black and red respectively. The blue curve shows corrected CO2} when 
both W1 and W6 are used in the calibration. 
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Abstract: 12 
 13 
CO2 emission estimates from urban areas can be obtained with a network of in-situ instruments 14 
measuring atmospheric CO2 combined with high-resolution (inverse) transport modeling. Because 15 
the distribution of CO2 emissions is highly heterogeneous in space and variable in time in urban 16 
areas, gradients of atmospheric CO2 (here, dry air mole fractions) need to be measured by 17 
numerous instruments placed at multiple locations around and possibly within these urban areas. 18 
This calls for the development of lower-cost medium precision sensors to allow a deployment at 19 
required densities.  20 

Medium precision is here set to be a random error (uncertainty) on hourly measurements of ±1 21 
ppm or less, a precision requirement based on previous studies of network design in urban areas. 22 
Here we present tests of newly developed NDIR sensors manufactured by Senseair AB performed 23 
in the laboratory and at actual field stations, the latter for CO2 dry air mole fractions in the Paris 24 
area. The lower-cost medium precision sensors are shown to be sensitive to atmospheric pressure 25 
and temperature conditions. The sensors respond linearly to CO2 when measuring calibration 26 
tanks, but the regression slope between measured and assigned CO2 differs between individual 27 
sensors and changes with time. In addition to pressure and temperature variations, humidity 28 
impacts the measurement of CO2, all of these factors resulting in systematic errors. In the field, 29 
an empirical calibration strategy is proposed based on parallel measurements with the lower-cost 30 
medium precision sensors and a high-precision instrument cavity ring-down instrument during 6 31 
months. The empirical calibration method consists of using a multivariable regression approach, 32 
based on predictors of air temperature, pressure and humidity. This error model shows good 33 
performances to explain the observed drifts of the lower-cost medium precision sensors on time 34 
scales of up to 1-2 months when trained against 1-2 weeks of high-precision instrument time 35 
series. Residual errors are contained within the ±1 ppm target. showing the feasibility to use 36 
networks of HPP3 instruments for urban CO2 networks, Provided that they could be regularly 37 
calibrated against one anchor reference high-precision instrument these sensors could thus 38 
provide CO2 (dry air) mole fraction data required as for top-down CO2 flux estimates. 39 

 40 

1. Introduction 41 
  42 
Urban areas cover only a small portion (< 3 %) of the land surface but account for about 70% of 43 
fossil fuel CO2 emissions (Liu et al. 2014, Seto et al. 2014). Uncertainties of fossil fuel CO2 44 
emissions from inventories based on statistics of fuel amounts and/or energy consumption are on 45 
the order of 5% for OECD countries and up to 20% in other countries (Andres et al. 2014) but they 46 
are larger in the case of cities (Breon et al. 2015, Wu et al. 2016). Further, in many cities of the 47 
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world, there are no emission inventories available. The need for more reliable information on 48 
emissions and emission trends has prompted research projects seeking to provide estimates of 49 
GHG budget cities, power plants and industrial sites. These are often based on in situ 50 
measurements made at surface stations (Staufer et al. 2016, Lauvaux et al. 2016, Verhulstet al. 51 
2017), aircraft campaigns around emitting locations (Mays et al. 2009, Cambaliza et al. 2014) and 52 
satellite imagery (Broquet et al. 2017, Nassar et al. 2017). Although sampling strategies and 53 
measurement accuracies differ between these approaches, the commonly used principle is to 54 
measure atmospheric CO2 dry air mole fraction gradients at stations between the upwind and 55 
downwind vicinity of an emitting area and infer the emissions that are consistent with those CO2 56 
gradients and their uncertainties, using an atmospheric transport model. This approach is known 57 
as atmospheric CO2 inversion or as a “top-down” estimate. 58 
Inversion studies from Paris, France attempting to constrain CO2 emissions from measurements 59 
of CO2 dry air mole fractions at stations located around the city along the dominant wind direction, 60 
have pointed out that the fast mixing by the atmosphere and the complex structure of urban CO2 61 
emissions requires high resolution atmospheric transport models, and continuous measurements 62 
of the atmosphere to select gradients induced by emission plumes (Broquet et al. 2015, Wu et al. 63 
2016) that can be captured at the scale of the model. 64 
With the existing three stations, the CO2 emissions from the Paris megacity could be retrieved 65 
with an accuracy of ≈20% on monthly budgets (Staufer et al. 2016). A denser network of stations 66 
would help to obtain more information on the spatial details of CO2 emissions. A network design 67 
study by Wu et al. 2016 for the retrieval of CO2 emissions per sector for the Paris Megacity has 68 
shown that with 10 stations measuring CO2 with 1 ppm accuracy on hourly time-steps, the error 69 
of the annual emission budget could be reduced down to a 10% uncertainty. Wu et al. 2016 70 
furthermore found that for a more detailed separation of emissions into different sectors, more 71 
stations were needed, on the order of 70 stations to be able to separate road transport from 72 
residential CO2 emissions. This inversion based on pseudo-data allowed estimating total CO2 73 
emissions with a better accuracy than 10% and emissions of most major source sectors (building, 74 
road energy) with an accuracy better than 20%. Another urban network design study over the San 75 
Francisco Bay area reached a similar conclusion, i.e. that in-situ CO2 measurements from 34 76 
stations with 1 ppm accuracy at an hourly resolution could estimate weekly CO2 emissions from 77 
the city area with less than 5 % error (Turner et al. 2016). 78 
In the studies from Wu et al. 2016 and Turner et al. 2016, the additional number of atmospheric 79 
CO2 measurement stations rather than the individual accuracy of each measurement helped to 80 
constrain emissions, provided that CO2 observation errors have random errors of less than 1 ppm 81 
on hourly measurements, uncorrelated in time and in space between stations. Therefore, we will 82 
adopt here a 1 ppm uncertainty on hourly CO2 data as the target performance for new urban lower-83 
cost medium precision CO2 sensors. 84 
Today, the continuous CO2 gas analyzers used for continental scale observing systems like ICOS 85 
(https://www.icos-ri.eu/), NOAA (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/) or ECCC 86 
(https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change.html) follow the WMO/GAW guidelines 87 
and are at least ten times more precise than our target of 1 ppm, but are also quite expensive. For 88 
urban inversion-based flux estimates for Paris, Wu et al. 2016 found that the number of 89 
instruments is more important than their individual precision. Furthermore, Turner et al. (2016) 90 
reported that weekly urban CO2 fluxes in the Bay Area (California, USA) can be estimated at a 91 
precision of 5% when deploying a dense network of sensors (ca. every 2km) with an assumed 92 
mismatch error of 1ppm. This underlines that significant expansion of urban networks is desirable 93 
and could be achieved at an acceptable cost if low-cost sensors could be produced with the 94 
specifications of 1 ppm random error (i.e. bias free long-term repeatability). . 95 
Recently, inexpensive sensors, measuring trace gases, particulate matter, as well as traditional 96 
meteorological variables, using various technologies and accuracy have become commercially 97 
available. Evaluation and implementation of these sensors is quite promising (Eugster and Kling 98 
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2012, Holstius et al. 2014, Piedrahita et al. 2014, Young et al. 2014, Wang et al. 2015). With the 99 
advent of low cost mid-IR light sources and detectors, different non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) 100 
CO2 sensors have become commercially available and were tested for their suitability for CO2 101 
monitoring (e.g. Martin et al. 2017, Kunz et al. 2017) or for CO2 in combination  with air pollutants 102 
(e.g. Shusterman et al. 2016, Zimmerman et al. 2018).  103 
In this study, we present the development and stability tests of a low-cost sensor (HPP3, SenseAir 104 
AB, Sweden) to measure the mole fraction of CO2 of ambient air (Hummelgard et al. 2015). 105 
Throughout the manuscript we will use {CO2} to signify the mole fraction and/or dry air mole 106 
fraction of CO2 in air. To improve performance and eventually derive dry air mole fractions, 107 
additional parameters are measured in ambient air and the sensor is integrated into a platform, 108 
which we will refer to as instrument. . Then, the instrument linearity is evaluated against a suite of 109 
CO2 reference gases with CO2 dry air mole fractions from 330 to 1000 ppm. The instrument’s 110 
sensitivities to ambient air temperature, pressure and water vapor content are assessed in 111 
laboratory experiments and climate chambers tests. The calibrated low-cost medium precision 112 
(LCMP) instruments are then compared to highly precise CRDS instruments (G2401, Picarro Inc, 113 
Santa Clara, USA).  114 
Lastly, we present the time series of ambient air CO2 measurements in the Paris region. The time 115 
series are compared to measurements by co-located cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) 116 
analyzers, and an empirical corrections and calibration scheme to the HPP3-based instrument are 117 
proposed based on measured CO2 dry mole air fractions and meteorological variables. These 118 
corrections and calibrations are established during a period of 1 or 2 weeks are used to estimate 119 
the drift of the HPP3-instrument on time scales of up to a month and a half. 120 
   121 

2. Sensor integration 122 
 123 
2.1. HPP3 sensor 124 
 125 
The HPP (High-Performance Platform) NDIR (Non-Dispersive InfraRed) CO2 sensor from 126 
SenseAir AB (Delsbo, Sweden) is a commercially available lower-cost system (Hummelgard et al. 127 
2015). The main components of this sensor are an infrared source (lamp), a sample chamber (ca. 128 
1 m optical path length), a light filter and an infrared detector. The gas in the sample chamber 129 
causes absorption of specific wavelengths (Hummelgard et al. 2015) according to the Beer–130 
Lambert law, and the attenuation of light at these wavelengths is measured by a detector to 131 
determine the gas mole fraction. The detector has an optical filter in front of it that eliminates all 132 
light except the wavelength that the selected gas molecules can absorb. The HPP has a factory 133 
pre-calibrated CO2 measurement range of 0 to 1000 ppm. The HPP sensor itself uses ca. 0.6 W 134 
and requires an operating voltage of 12 V direct currentand has a life expectancy superior to 15 135 
years according to the manufacturer.  136 
Three generation of HPP sensors were built by SenseAir AB (Delsbo, Sweden). In this manuscript 137 
we only report on the tests carried out on the latest generation (HPP3) being the most performant 138 
among the HPP sensors family. Previous HPP generations were used for more short-term 139 
airborne measurements, for example in the COCAP system (Kunz et al. 2017) and were found to 140 
have an accuracy of 1-1.2 ppm during short-term mobile campaigns.A number of technical 141 
improvements have been made for the new HPP3 generation described here: 142 

 Simple interface through USB connection and the development of a new software made 143 
data transfer easier, quicker and more efficient 144 

 Improved temperature stability due to 6 independent heaters dispatched inside the unit.  145 
 To reduce long-term drift the sensor is equipped with new electronics and the IR sources 146 

were preconditioned prior to shipment. 147 
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 The improved second version of HPP3 (HPP3.2) sensors was equipped with a pressure 148 
sensor (LPS331AP - ST Microelectronics, Switzerland) to allow real-time corrections. The 149 
high resolution mode of the LPS331AP has a pressure range of 263 to 1277 hPa and a 150 
Root Mean Square (RMS) of 0.02 hPa can be achieved with a low power consumption (i.e. 151 
30 µA). 152 

 The impact of leaks on the measurements are reduced  since the third generation sensor 153 
works in a high pressure mode. A pump is thus needed upstream of the sensor inlet in 154 
order to create a high pressure in the measurement cell. 155 

 156 
Different sensors from two versions of HPP were tested and used in this study, that is, three 157 
sensors from a first version (HPP3.1) named S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3, and three others from the 158 
second version (HPP3.2) named S2.1, S2.2 and S2.3. For the HPP3.1 sensors, an internal 159 
pressure compensation does not exist, but the HPP3.2 series includes a pressure sensor together 160 
with a compensation algorithm, which normalizes measured CO2 dry air mole fractions according 161 
to ambient pressure (Gaynullin et al. 2016). 162 
 163 
 164 
2.2. Portable integrated instrument 165 
  166 
The HPP3 sensors were integrated into a custom-built portable unit, which we will refer to as 167 
instrument. This instrument should be suitable to perform in-situ CO2 measurements on ambient 168 
air. The instrument is composed of the HPP3 CO2 sensor, temperature (T) and relative humidity 169 
(RH) sensors. To be able to continuously flush the measurement cell a diaphragm micro pump 170 
with a built-in potentiometer (GardnerDenverThomas, USA, Model 1410VD/1.5/E/BLDC/12V) was 171 
added upstream of the HPP3’s optical cell. Temperature and RH were measured at the exterior 172 
of the optical cell were gas is released into the surrounding enclosure. . For these humidity and 173 
temperature, a DHT22 sensor kit (Adafruit, USA) was added and connected through an I2C 174 
interface. The accuracy of the sensor is ±2-5% RH and ±0.5°C. Its range is 0-100 %RH and -40 175 
to +80°C, respectively. The response time for all sensors was less than one minute (which is the 176 
time-step to which data was integrated). 177 
A Raspberry Pi3 (RPi3) (Raspberry Pi Foundation, 2015) is used to collect the data of all sensors. 178 
The RPi3 is a small (85x56 mm2) single-bard computer running Rasbian OS , an open-source 179 
GNU/Linux distribution. The HPP3 sensors were connected via USB.A 7’’ touch screen monitor is 180 
connected via an adapter board which handles power and signal conversion.. The package is 181 
powered by a switching power supply providing 12V, but can also be run on a 12V battery pack. 182 
An image of the components of the portable instrument package is available in Figure1.  183 
 184 
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 185 
Figure 1: Components of the portable instrument on the top of its box. 186 
 187 
3. Methods  188 
 189 
NDIR sensors are sensitive to IR light absorption by CO2 molecules in the air contained in their 190 
optical cell, but the retrieval of CO2 dry air mole fraction to the desired uncertainty of 1 ppm is 191 
made difficult by sensitivities to temperature, pressure and humidity. Therefore, these parameters 192 
should be controlled as much as possible, and their sensitivities characterized, to correct and 193 
calibrate reported {CO2}. A series of tests were carried out to characterize the HPP3.1 (S1.1, S1.2, 194 
S1.3) and HPP3.2 (S2.1, S2.2, S2.3) performances and sensitivities to {CO2}, T, P and RH. Firstly, 195 
temperature, pressure and {CO2} sensitivities were determined in laboratory experiments. Then, 196 
field measurements were conducted with an accurate CRDS instrument (Picarro, USA, G2401) 197 
measuring the same air as the HPP3 sensors. The CRDS  short-term repeatability is estimated to 198 
be below 0.02 ppm and the long-term repeatability to be below 0.03 ppm (Yver-Kwok et al. 2015). 199 
Table 1 summarizes all laboratory tests and field test measurements, which are presented in this 200 
section.  201 
 202 

Name Purpose Location Air 
measured 

Parameter Range of T (°C) 
and P (atm) 

Range of [CO2] 
in ambient air 
(ppm) 

Range of 
[CO2] in Cal. 
Cylinders 
(ppm) 

Duratio
n 
(days) 

Sensors 
tested 

PT1 Correlation 
between 
[CO2] and 
P,T 

Laboratory 
(Saclay) 

Calibration 
cylinders 

T, p 16-32 
and 
0.965-1.025 

N/A 420 to 450 3 S1.1, S1.2, 
S1.3 

PT2 Correlation 
between 
[CO2] and 
P,T 

PIT climate 
chamber 
(Guyancourt) 

Calibration 
cylinders 

T, p -2 to 35 
and 
0.75 to 0.95 

N/A 420 to 450 5 S2.1, S2,2, 
S2.3 
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DA1 Test 
calibration 
frequency  

Laboratory 
(Saclay) 

Calibration 
cylinders 
and dried 
ambient air 

T , P, RH, 
{CO2} from 
CRDS 

24 to 31 
and 
0.996 to 1.010 

417 to 575 330 to 1000 48 S1.1, S1.2, 
S1.3 

WA2-1 Test  
calibration 
frequency  

Field station 
(Saclay) 

Ambient 
air 

T, p, RH, 
{CO2} from 
CRDS 

25 to 27 
and 
0.999 to 1.008 

389  to 508 N/A 45 S2.2, S2.3 

WA2-2 Test 
calibration 
frequency 

Field station 
(Jussieu) 

Ambient 
air 

T, p, RH, 
{CO2} from 
CRDS 

29 to 31 
and 
0.993 to 1.021 

393 to 521 N/A 60 S2.1 

Table 1: Summary of all laboratory tests.  203 
 204 
3.1. Laboratory tests 205 
 206 
All laboratory tests used the same fundamental setup shown in Figure 2 with only slight 207 
modifications.  A diaphragm pump (KNF Lab, Germany, Model N86KN.18) was used to pump air 208 
from either an ambient air line or calibration cylinders to a Nafion dryer (PermaPure, USA, MD-209 
070 series) was used to eliminate H2O traces in the gas line.  A flow controller (Bronkhorst, France, 210 
El-Flow series) was used to regulate the airflow distributed with a manifold to the HPP3 211 
instruments at 500 mL min-1 to ensure stable experimental conditions while a CRDS instrument 212 
could also be connected through a gas split to measure the same air.  213 

 214 
 215 
Figure 2: Test setup 216 
 217 
 218 
3.1.1. Sensitivity to temperature and pressure variations 219 
  220 
To   assess the linearity of the response of each sensor to {CO2} for different pressure and 221 
temperature conditions, two series of temperature and pressure sensitivity tests (PT1, PT2) were 222 
realized in a closed chamber with controlled T and p for the HPP3.1 and HPP3.2 sensors No drier 223 
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was necessary as dried air from high-pressure cylinders was used. The CRDS instrument (Picarro, 224 
G2401, serial number 2125) was not connected during these tests  225 
In test PT1 (table1), three HPP3.1 sensors were put in a simple plastic chamber and exposed to 226 
pressure changes ranging from 977.8 to 1038.6 hPa, and temperature ranges of 16 to 32 °C, while 227 
measuring gas from a calibration cylinder. Pressure and temperature were measured by a high-228 
precision pressure sensor (Keller, Germany, Series 33x, 0.2hPa and 0.05K precision). 229 
In test PT2, to test wider ranges for pressure and temperature, that might be experienced during 230 
field measurements, three HPP3.2 sensors were placed inside a dedicated temperatures and 231 
pressure chamber at the Plateforme d’Integration et de Tests (PIT) at OVSQ Guyancourt, France 232 
where a much larger range of T and p variations could be applied. During each T, p test, four 233 
calibration cylinders with dry air CO2 dry air mole fractions from 420 to 450 ppm were measured 234 
by all the HPP3.2 sensors for a period of approximately 120 hours for each cylinder. In the PIT 235 
chamber, temperature was varied from -2 to 35 °C with a constant rate of change of 1 °C/h keeping 236 
pressure constant at a value of 1013.25 hPa. During pressure tests the chamber pressure was 237 
varied from 1013.25to 759.94 hPa with a decrement of 50.66 hPa, being regulated with a primary 238 
pump, with temperature fixed at 15°C. 239 
 240 
3.1.2. Correction and calibration of CO2 measurements for dry and wet air 241 
 242 
These experiments were performed to evaluate the response of HPP3 sensors to {CO2} changes 243 
in ambient air. Corrections were established to allow compensating for unintended instrument 244 
behavior and sensitivities, while calibrations are applied to translate the instruments readings to 245 
an official CO2 scale (here, XCO2 2007). Both steps are combined into one procedure. Two modes 246 
of operation for the HPP3 sensors have been tested i.e. using  a dried or an undried gas stream, 247 
as those are two common modes of operation in greenhouse gas measurements in different local, 248 
regional and global networks (GAW report 242). 249 
 250 

Dry air experiments 251 
 252 
Water vapor is known to interfere with CO2 measurements, in particular for NDIR sensors. It is 253 
thus important to determine the response of the sensors to {CO2} under the best possible 254 
conditions, that is, dry air. The experimental setup  shown in Figure 2 was used. In test DA1 (Table 255 
2) different HPP3 sensors were flushed with the same dry ambient air, passed through a Nafion 256 
dryer. CRDS measurement were used to monitor and confirm that H2O was reduced to trace 257 
amounts, i.e. 0.05 ±0.05 % H2O. HPP3.1 sensors S1.1, S1.2, S1.3 were tested extensively during 258 
45 days, and HPP3.2 sensors S2.1, S2.2 were tested during 12 days.  259 
Additionally, for a period of 45 days during spring 2016, S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3 measurements of 260 
dry ambient air in parallel with a co-deployed CRDS instrument (Picarro, USA, G2401) were 261 
conducted at the Saclay field site (see section 3.3.1) There ambient air was pumped from a 262 
sampling line fixed on the roof of the building (ca. 4 m above ground level) to flush the setup 263 
described in Fig. 2. Four dry-air calibration cylinders (330 ppm, 375 ppm, 445 ppm and 1000 ppm 264 
of {CO2}) were measured once every 13 hours they were sampled successively each for 30 265 
minutes (Figure 3). As the HPP3 responses can be slow and in order to remove memory effects, 266 
only the last 15 minutes of each measurement period were used.  267 
 268 
Undried (wet) air experiments 269 
 270 
As drying is impractical for some applications, we also measured the HPP3’s sensitivities to water 271 
vapor in undried ambient air and calibration cylinders. If these sensitivities were stable over time, 272 
they could be used to correct reported {CO2} for the H2O interference. For WA2-1 and WA2-2 273 
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tests, the Nafion dryer was removed from the setup. The only modification of the experiment was 274 
the removal of the Nafion drier.  275 

276 
Figure 3: (a) CO2 dry air mole fractions measured by S1.1 (blue) and the Picarro CRDS analyzer 277 
(black). (b) Calibrated dry air mole fractions of S1.1 (red) compared to the raw values (blue). 278 
(c)Four reference gases (assigned values are 367 ppm, 413 ppm, 487 ppm and 997 ppm of 279 
{CO2}), are used for the calibration. No saturation effects are observed within our CO2 dry air mole 280 
fraction range. 281 
   282 
3.2. Instrument correction and calibration procedure 283 
 284 

In order to correct the reported {CO2} we have to define a function that allows to correct for 285 
unintended instrument sensitivities i.e. to p, T, H2O as well as to correct {CO2} measurements to 286 
an official scale should they show any offset or non-linear behavior. 287 
 288 
Linearity of instrument response 289 
 290 
For dry air measurements in test DA1, a linear calibration curve was found to be appropriate. panel 291 
C  of Figure 3 shows that the response of the HPP3 instruments to CO2 dry air mole fraction is 292 
linear (R2 = 0.95) from 330 to 1000 ppm. No saturation effects are observed within this CO2 dry 293 
air mole fraction range since residuals are included in the ±1 ppm range. Therefore, a linear 294 
response to {CO2} is assumed further on.    295 
 296 
Multivariable correction and calibration 297 
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Due to the high correlation of air temperature and water vapor content, which were both found to 298 
be linear (see section 4), we suggest a multivariable regression method, which includes all 299 
environmental variables. Indeed, if variables are corrected one at a time, an overcorrection of one 300 
of the correlated variables may occur. 301 
Multivariable regression is a generalization of linear regression by considering more than one 302 
variable. We used a multivariable linear regression of the form: 303 
 304 
{CO2}calibrated, corrected = b + aCO2{CO2}HPP3 + app + aTT + awW + add               (1) 305 
  306 
{CO2}calibrated, corrected corresponds to the measured {CO2} by the reference instrument (CRDS) 307 
calibrated on the WMO CO2 X2007 scale.. C is the {CO2}HPP3 reported by the HPP3 instrument, 308 
with additional factors to capture the influence of the pressure p, the temperature T, the water 309 
mixing ratio W (as calculated from our T, p and RH measurements), the baseline drift d and a 310 
baseline offset b. All instrument specific coefficients for the multivariable linear regression are 311 
determined using measurements of the parameters during several days. 312 
 313 
3.3. Field tests with urban air measurements 314 
  315 
To assess their real-world performance, we conducted additional tests for the HPP3 sensors 316 
measuring ambient air at two field sites under typical conditions for urban air monitoring. After the 317 
sensors were fully integrated into instruments as described in section 2.2. Three HPP3.1 318 
instruments (S1.1, S1.2, S1.3) and two HPP3.2 instruments (S2.2, S2.3) were installed Saclay 319 
field site (48.7120N, 2.1462E) to measure ambient air on top of the building roof. Saclay is located 320 
20 kilometers south of the center of Paris in a low-urbanized area. In addition, one HPP3.2 321 
instrument (S2.1) was installed to measure air at the Jussie field site on the Jussieu University 322 
campus in the center of Paris (48.8464N, 2.3566E). 323 
 324 
3.3.1. Saclay field Site 325 
 326 
The sampling line, a 5 meter Dekabon tube with an inner tube diameter of 0.6 cm, was fixed on 327 
the rooftop of the building at about 4 meters above the ground, which was connected to a setup 328 
that was a copy of the laboratory tests. However, up to five HPP3 instruments were connected  329 
and a pump of the same built as in the previous experiments was used to regulate the air-flow 330 
distributed with a manifold to the HPP3 instruments at 500 mL min-1 to ensure stable experimental 331 
conditions. The field site is equipped with a cooling/heating unit that was turned off most of the 332 
time so that room temperature varied between 24 and 31 °C.During the test of  HPP3.2 were 333 
tested for 45 days. Four reference gas cylinders (330ppm, 375ppm, 445ppm and 1000 ppm of 334 
CO2) were used and each HPP3 was flushed every 12 hours for 30 minutes per cylinder during 335 
the dry air experiment. No calibration cylinders were used during the undried air experiment, since 336 
the calibration was based on the co-located high precision measurement with the CRDS analyzer. 337 
The mean dry air mole fraction of ambient CO2 was 420 ppm and varied between 388 ppm and 338 
575 ppm during dry air experiments and a mean of 409 ppm and variations between 389 ppm and 339 
509 ppm were found during the undried air experiments.  340 
 341 
3.3.2. Jussieu field site 342 

The measurements were conducted at the OCAPI (Observatoire de la Composition de l’Air de 343 
Paris a l’IPSL) field station. The measurements from the HPP3.2 instrument (S2.1) in Jussieu 344 
were compared with those of a co-located CRDS analyzer (Picarro, USA, G2401). Two 345 
independent sampling lines (about 5 meter Dekabon tube with an inner tube of 0.6 cm) were used 346 
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for the CRDS and the S2.1 instrument. The air-flow into S2.1 was regulated by the micro pump 347 
(see section 2.2) and set to 500 mL min-1 using a potentiometer. At this location neither calibration 348 
cylinders nor a drying system were deployed for S2.1, but used to calibrate the CRDS. The 349 
measurement period was 60 days and the mean ambient CO2 dry air mole fraction was 410 ppm 350 
and minute averages varied between 393 ppm and 521 ppm. Room temperature varied between 351 
28 and 31 °C during the observation period.  352 

 353 

4. Results 354 
  355 
4.1. Sensitivity to temperature and pressure variations using dried air 356 
  357 
4.1.1. HPP3.1 instruments tested in the simple chamber (PT1) 358 
 359 
Linear relationships are observed between reported CO2 dry air mole fractions and p, T (R2 =0.99 360 
with p and R2 = 0.92 with T) in the simple chamber (see Figure 4 and 5). Due to the limitation of 361 
experimental conditions in these simple plastic chambers, only a narrow pressure range of 977.78 362 
to 1033.52hPa and a temperature range of 16 °C to 32 °C could be tested for these instruments. 363 
Different slopes and intercepts are found for each instrument as reported in Table 2. This indicates 364 
that there is no single universal p and T calibration curve that could be determined for one 365 
instrument and used for others. 366 
  367 
4.1.2. HPP3.2 instruments tested in the PIT chamber (PT2) 368 
 369 
The PT2 tests results with pressure changes from 1013.25 to 759.94 hPa with an increment of 370 
50.66hPa are shown in Figure 4. The top panel of the Figure 4 shows the variations of CO2 dry air 371 
mole fractions due to p changes (from 0.0049 to 0.0177 ppm per hPa). Despite the built-in 372 
pressure compensation algorithm developed for HPP3.2, reported {CO2} and p can still co-vary 373 
with a positive (S2.1 and S2.2) or a negative (S2.3) correlation, indicating that an additional 374 
correction is required when aiming to achieve the best possible results (see also Figure S1. 375 
Consequently, we applied a linear fit between CO2} (differences between the assigned dry air 376 
mole fraction in the cylinder and the dry air mole fraction reported by HPP3.2 instruments) and 377 
pressure (Figure 6). The slope and intercept obtained are then used to determine the offset due 378 
to p variations that has to be added on {CO2} reported by the HPP3.2 instruments. The corrected 379 
{CO2} values have a root mean square deviation from the assigned dry air mole fraction in the 380 
calibration cylinder (428.6 ppm) of less than 0.02 ppm for all three HPP3.2 (see also Figure S2). 381 
 382 
Figure 5 shows the effect of temperature variations in the PIT chamber going from -2 to 35 °C 383 
(see section 3.1) on reported CO2 dry air mole fraction of the HPP3.2 instruments. For the three 384 
HPP3.2, {CO2} is negatively correlated to T. As for the tests in the simple chamber with the HPP3.1 385 
instruments, different linear T slopes and intercepts are observed for each HPP3.1 instrument 386 
(Figure 5) in the PIT chamber. After correction for temperature variations, we obtain corrected 387 
{CO2} values with a root mean square deviation which does not exceed 0.01 ppm from the 388 
assigned value of the cylinder (444 ppm) for the three HPP3.2 instruments (see also Figure S3). 389 
 390 
    391 
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 392 

393 
Figure 4: Linear relationship experimentally found between reported {CO2} and p for S1.1, S1.2, 394 
S1.3 (la) and for the  instruments S2.1, S2.2, S2.3 (b). Note the different p range, going from 972.7 395 
to 1030hPa for the HPP3.1 instruments in the simple plastic chamber and 759.9 to 1013.25hPa 396 
for the HPP3.2 instruments in the PIT chamber. 397 

 398 
Figure 5: Linear relationships between reported {CO2} for S1.1 S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3 (la) at 399 
temperature values going from 17 to 30 °C in plastic chamber, and for S2.1, S2.2 and S2.3 at 400 
temperature values going from 5 to 35 °C in the PIT chamber (b). 401 
   402 
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Table 2 summarizes the results of the pressure and temperature tests for all instruments. These 403 
tests results show a sensor-specific response to p and T. A large difference of reported {CO2}  404 
sensitivity to pressure variations is observed between the two HPP3 versions. A sensitivity of 405 
0.564 to 0.744 ppm/hPa is found for the HPP3.1 sensors, whereas this sensitivity ranges from -406 
0.0045 up to 0.0174 ppm/hPa for the newer HPP3.2 sensors. The lower sensitivity among HPP3.2 407 
prototypes is due to the pressure compensation algorithm, which is included in this model. Since 408 
the pressure compensation algorithm does still not fully correct the reported {CO2} variations due 409 
to pressure changes, we found that it is necessary to apply a correction for pressure, and that this 410 
correction should be sensor specific. The {CO2} sensitivity to temperature variations are found to 411 
be in similar range for both sensor makes. Sensitivities of -0.3 to 0.1 ppm °C-1 and -0.2 to -0.7 412 
ppm °C-1 are found for HPP3.1 and HPP3.2 instruments, respectively.     413 
 414 

  Pressure  Temperature  

Slope (ppm/hPa) Intercept (ppm) R2 Slope (ppm/°C) Intercept (ppm) R2 

S1.1 0.664±0.004 -297.7 ±4.3 0.94 -0.124 ±0.003 391.34 ±0.07 0.85 

S1.2 0.744 ±0.001 -363.3 ±1.1 0.95 -0.29 ±0.01 408.1 ±0.2 0.80 

S1.3 0.564±0.001 -189.5 ±1.4 0.94 0.107 ±0.004 381.2 ±0.1 0.63 

S2.1 0.0174 ±0.0002 394. ±0.2 0.95 -0.5854 ±0.0004 435.530 ±0.01 0.99 

S2.2 0.0164 ±0.0.0001 392.4 ±0.2 0.97 -0.716 ±0.001 427.31 ±0.02 0.99 

S2.3 -0.0045 ±0.0002 429.0 ±0.0 0.75 -0.2453 ±0.0004 442.16 ±0.01 0.99 

Table 2: Slopes and intercept calculated for CO2 correction due to temperature and pressure. 415 
Sensor 1 to 3 are type HPP3.1, whereas Sensor 4 to 6 are HPP3.2. 416 
 417 

After applying our correction for temperature and pressure, no more correlations are observed 418 
between corrected {CO2} and pressure and temperature. Corrected CO2 mole fractions of HPP3.2 419 
are stable and standard errors do not exceed 0.3 ppm and 0.2 ppm for pressure and temperature 420 
corrections respectively, except for {CO2} after temperature correction for S2.2 which reaches a 421 
standard deviation (STD) of 0.5 ppm. However, we do not reach the same stability after pressure 422 
and temperature correction for HPP3.1 prototypes. Standard deviations of 0.9, 0.2 and 0.2 ppm 423 
are calculated for S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3 respectively after pressure correction, and Standard 424 
deviations of 1.3, 2.6 and 1.6 ppm are determined for S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3 respectively after 425 
temperature corrections. These differences between the results of the two HPP3 versions can be 426 
partly explained by the fact that HPP3.2 prototypes had the opportunity to be tested in a 427 
sophisticated climatic chamber which respects precise temperature and pressure set points for 428 
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more longer-term measurements and in which only one of the two variables are modified one at a 429 
time.     430 
 431 
4.2. Instrument calibration and stability during continuous measurements  432 
 433 
Our instrument described in this study is intended for use in field campaign studies and longer-434 
term monitoring, we assess their performance during continuous measurements. We also 435 
evaluate which calibration frequency is necessary to track the changes in the sensitivities to p and 436 
T found in section 4.1 and if the instruments can be calibrated when using an undried gas stream. 437 
Given that the instrument response to {CO2} is also affected by atmospheric water vapor, we 438 
present the results from dried and wet ambient air measurements separately. 439 
 440 
4.2.1. Measurements of dried ambient air (DA1) 441 
 442 
Four calibration cylinders were used in order to calibrate the three HPP3.1 instruments (see 443 
section 3.1). To assess the quality of this calibration, the mean and standard deviation (STD) of 444 
{CO2} (i.e. {CO2}HPP3-{CO2}CRDS) of 1-minute averaged data were calculated, and shown in Figure 445 
6. Although calibration cylinders were measured each 12 hours, by ignoring some calibration data, 446 
we processed the time series to re-compute calibrated {CO2} assuming a range of different time 447 
intervals between two calibrations. The results shown in figure 6 are for calibrations intervals of 448 
0.5, 6, 12, 19, 25, 31, 38 and 45 days. Each point in this Figure corresponds to the values 449 
calculated for the instruments S1.1, S1.2, S1.3. 450 
We find that the 1 ppm repeatability threshold is nearly met when measuring dried air for calibration 451 
intervals of 6 days. The STD {CO2} of the minute averages slowly increases with increasing 452 
calibration intervals but seems to stabilize between 3 and 4 ppm. We also see a marked difference 453 
between the performances of each sensor: S1.1 shows the best performance, followed by S1.3 454 
and S1.2. Besides an increased STD, we also see that the mean of CO2} increases significantly 455 
after not calibrating for 19 days. Surprisingly, one calibration each 45 days does not seem to 456 
deteriorate the mean of CO2} further. Infact, the mean CO2} seems to decrease over longer 457 
time periods.  458 

459 
Figure 6: STD (a) and mean (b) values of one minute average of mean CO2}, during a 460 
measurement period of 48 days depending of the calibration frequency. 461 
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 463 

4.2.2. Saclay ambient air measurements (WA2-1) 464 
 465 
During this test (section 3.3, Saclay field site), all atmospheric variables in wet ambient air which 466 
affect the performance of the instruments, i.e. pressure, temperature, water vapor content and 467 
{CO2}, were measured from July 20th until August 8th. Our previous measurements already 468 
indicated that regular recalibration of the HPP3s is required because of sensitivities to T, p and 469 
water vapor that are instrument-specific and time dependent. We call the period during which the 470 
six calibration coefficients of Eq. (1) are calculated by using the CRDS {CO2} time series, the 471 
calibration period. Attempting to determine those calibration coefficients during a short calibration 472 
period e.g. of one week, leads to high mean CO2}, as can be seen in Figure 7. A calibration 473 
period of two weeks leads to significantly better results. We benchmark the instrument 474 
performance for both minute averages, the instruments typical temporal resolution, and hourly 475 
averages, as those are widely used in modelling studies and data assimilation systems. 476 
We also compared different calibration periods of the same length. As an example, considering a 477 
45 days experiment, we chose three different calibration periods of successive 15 days. We also 478 
tested the approach of using the first and last weeks of a 45 days period to create a non-479 
successive two weeks calibration period.  480 
Figure 7 (a,b) shows the STD and mean CO2} values considering 3 calibration periods (C1, C2, 481 
C3) of 15 days each. The regression coefficients of the multivariable model of Eq. (1) for C1, C2 482 
and C3 are calculated using the first, second and third consecutive 15 days of the experimental 483 
period. These coefficients are then used to predict corrected {CO2}HPP3 2 for the three cross-484 
validation periods of 15, 30 and 45 days. Also, calibration coefficients (W1, W6) were calculated 485 
using the first and sixth week of the 45 days period for calibration. Unsurprisingly, using C1 486 
coefficients gives the best results for the first 15 days used for training, and lead a higher bias for 487 
the last 15 days. Using C2 coefficients to correct adjacent 15 days from the calibration period 488 
gives comparable results (Considering the last calibration period, C3 coefficients show a mean 489 
bias of -2.5 ppm when calibration is from the first 15 days. One reason that can explain this 490 
behavior is the greater variability of CO2 dry air mole fraction during the last 15 days of the 491 
experiment. The interquartile range of CO2 dry air mole fraction is 10, 15 and 25 ppm respectively 492 
for the first, second and third period. The CO2 dry air mole fraction correction is accomplished 493 
mostly by correcting T, P, H2O and the instrument offset. A small variation of sensitivities may lead 494 
to a less appropriate correction for periods of smaller variability. Another reason for this difference 495 
is the drift component of the correction in Eq. 1. The linear drift of the instrument also varies with 496 
time. One method to better correct for the slow linear drift of the instrument is to combine the first 497 
and last week of the experiment into a calibration period instead of using two consecutive weeks. 498 
Figure 8 shows corrected CO2} of S2.2 during 45 days when using this approach. When using 499 
the first week (W1) and the last week (W6) for calibration, the instrument drift is not properly 500 
corrected and a residual slope of 0.14 and 0.28 ppm/week is shown in the black (W1) and the red 501 
(W6) curves of the figure, respectively. Nearly no drift (0.01 ppm/week) is observed when 502 
considering both W1 and W6 for the training (blue curve). On Figure 10, magenta stars show STD 503 
CO2} and mean CO2} values of the whole 45 day time series considering both W1 and W6 504 
as calibration periods. With this coefficient determination method, mean CO2 bias can be reduced 505 
to nearly 0 ppm. A comparison of corrected minute averages of {CO2} when using only one week 506 
for calibration (week 1 or week6) or the combined first and last week (week1 and week 6) can be 507 
seen in Figure S4. Finally, we should note that averaging the 1-minute data to hourly averages 508 
can further improve STD CO2} values up to 28%. As expected, mean values do not change for 509 
hourly averages. 510 
 511 
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 512 

 513 

Figure 7: STD {CO2} (a) and mean {CO2} (b) values considering 3 calibration periods of 15 514 
consecutive days for calibration each with C1, C2 and C3 correspond to first, second and third 15 515 
consecutive days of measurements at the Saclay field site, respectively. W1W6 corresponds to 516 
using the first and sixth week as calibration period. Mean CO2 calculated for the four calibration 517 
periods choices. STD {CO2} (c) and mean {CO2} (d) values considering 4 calibration periods of 518 
15 consecutive days for calibration each with C1, C2, C3, C4 correspond to first, second, third and 519 
fourth 15 consecutive days of measurements at the Jussieu field site, respectively. W1W6 520 
corresponds to using the first and eight week as calibration period. Hourly and minute values are 521 
represented in full and empty symbols respectively. 522 

 523 
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Furthermore, we can investigate which of the six term multivariable linear regression is most 524 
important here. The offset and dry air mole fraction dependent corrections terms (b and 525 
acx{CO2}HPP3) are the most significant corrections among all 5 parameters and allow reducing the 526 
mean CO2 from 45 ppm to 0 ppm (see Table 3 and Figure S3). The other 4 parameters (pressure, 527 
temperature, water vapor and drift corrections) further reduce the difference between CRDS and 528 
HPP3.2 reducing the STD {CO2} of minute averages from 1.03 ppm to 0.67 ppm. Here, the 529 
temperature correction (d) and the water vapor correction (e) provide a correction of similar 530 
magnitude, keeping the same STD and improving mean CO2} only from 0.16 to 0.13 ppm. This 531 
is understandable since temperature and water vapor are correlated for this type of measurement. 532 
 533 

 

Reported 
(raw) 

Offset 
correction 

Pressure 
correction 

Temperature 
correction 

RH 
correction 

Drift 
correction  

STD 

{CO2} 
(ppm) 

1.11 1.03 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.67 

Mean 

{CO2} 
(ppm) 

45.33 1.0 10-3 8.6 10-4 0.16 0.13 -0.08 

Table 3: STD and mean values of one minute average CO2} data for each correction step. Note 534 
that corrections are cumulative from left to right. 535 
 536 
4.2.3. Urban site of Jussieu (WA2-2) 537 
  538 
To assess the further performance of the HPP3.2 instruments, additonal wet ambient air 539 
measurements at second field site in Jussieu were carried out for 60 consecutive days using 540 
instrument S2.1 alongside a CRDS. Figure 7 (c,d) shows STD CO2} and mean CO2} values 541 
calculated with four calibration periods of 15 consecutive days each and one calibration 542 
considering both first and last week of the experiment. Calibration coefficients for C1, C2, C3 and 543 
C4 are calculated considering calibration periods of first, second, third and fourth 15 consecutive 544 
days of the experiment respectively. W1W8 coefficients are calculated considering week one (W1) 545 
and week eight (W8) of the experiment. The results are qualitatively very similar to the 546 
measurements at the Saclay field site and combing the first and last week as calibration period 547 
also results allow achieving our target of STD CO2} >1ppm. 548 
 549 
 550 
5. Conclusion and perspective 551 
 552 
We integrated HPP3.1 and HPP3.2 NDIR sensors into a portable low-cost instrument with 553 
additional sensors and internal data acquisition. The laboratory tests reveal a strong sensitivity of 554 
reported CO2 dry air mole fractions to ambient air pressure for the HPP3.1 series and a 555 
significantly decreased, yet noticeable, sensitivity to pressure, for the upgraded HPP3.2 sensors 556 
equipped with the built-in manufacturer p-correction. To achieve the targeted stability (long-term 557 
repeatability) for urban observations of 1 ppm or better, instruments have to be corrected at regular 558 
intervals against data from a reference instrument (here: CRDS) to account for their cross-559 
sensitivities to T, p, W (H2O mixing ratio) changes and electronic drift, unless those parameters 560 
could be controlled externally in the future. We found that commercially available p, T and RH 561 
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sensors that are compatible with the chosen Raspberry Pi3 platform are sufficiently precise to use 562 
these parameters as predictors of the linear equation use to calibrate each HPP3 instrument 563 
against the reference instrument, which was calibrated to the official WMO CO2 X2007 CO2 scale. 564 
Two common modes of operation have been successfully tested i.e. using the HPP3 instruments 565 
for either dried or undried ambient air measurements. Our results indicate that using a dried gas 566 
stream does not improve measurement precision or stability compared to an undried gas streams 567 
provided that a multivariable regression model is used for calibration, which accounts for all cross-568 
sensitivities including to H2O mixing ratio changes.  569 
We furthermore find that sensor specific corrections are required and they should be considered 570 
time-dependent, e.g. by including a linear drift that only becomes more apparent for longer-term 571 
observations. Different calibration windows were tested for both the Saclay field site and Jussieu 572 
field site ambient air measurements and their results evaluated against CRDS data that were not 573 
used for calibration. Those sites exhibit the typical {CO2} levels in urban GHG monitoring networks 574 
were future low-cost medium precision instruments could be deployed. Regular (six weekly) re-575 
calibrations are found to be appropriate to capture sensor drifts and changes in relevant cross-576 
sensitivities, while not increasing the burden of performing calibration too often. A dedicated set 577 
of calibration gases was not necessary if the low cost instrument  was calibrated against {CO2} 578 
from a CRDS using the same air. Calibration periods of one week with parallel CRDS 579 
measurements before and after a 45 day deployment  was sufficient for the STD {CO2} data to 580 
be within 1 ppm of CRDS during that period (with near zero bias, i.e.{CO2} << 1 ppm) . This 581 
calibration approach can thus be an alternative to permanently deploying calibration gases for 582 
each individual sensor.. 583 
The field tests at the Saclay and Jussieu station are being continued to see if the instrument 584 
performance deteriorates over its lifetime. Since the start of the test in 2015 until now multiple 585 
HPP3.1 sensors have been in use for without significant performance loss. Other research groups 586 
have also started integrating HPP sensors into their low-cost GHG monitoring strategy (e.g. 587 
Carbosense, www.nano-tera.ch/projects/491.php, last access March 11th, 2019).  588 
Future improvements for the LCMP instruments will include the addition of batteries to allow their 589 
transport to the central calibration lab without power cut as well as using them in field campaigns, 590 
e.g. landfills when connected to solar panels or small wind turbines. During future tests at sites 591 
without reference instruments, small pressurized gas containers (12l, minican, Linde Gas) will be 592 
used to regularly inject target gas to track the performance during a deployment period. 593 
The overall operational cost of the new calibration scheme using a central laboratory and rotating 594 
the LCMP systems can also only be assessed after more extensive field deployment has been 595 
performed. 596 
 597 

Code and data availability 598 
The python scripts for the data collection from the HPP3 and DHT22 for Raspberry Pi-3 and the 599 
data from the experiments described here are available from the corresponding authors upon 600 
request. 601 
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